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ARTICLE

ABSTRACT
Instructor Talk—the noncontent language used by an instructor during class time—is like-
ly to influence learning environments in science classrooms from the student perspec-
tive. Despite Instructor Talk being found in every science course thus far, investigations 
into student perceptions and memories of it are limited. We investigated to what extent 
undergraduate biology students 1) were aligned with researchers in their perceptions of 
Instructor Talk as Positively Phrased or Negatively Phrased and 2) remembered Instructor 
Talk. To test these ideas, we engaged 90 biology students in a multipart assessment. First, 
students were given randomly selected Instructor Talk quotes, half Positively Phrased and 
half Negatively Phrased, and were asked to evaluate each quote as promoting a positive 
or negative learning environment. Overall, students evaluated the Instructor Talk quotes 
similarly to researchers’ categorizations (p < 0.0001). Second, students were asked to pro-
vide examples of remembered instructor language from their biology courses that they 
felt promoted a positive or negative learning environment. Most students shared multiple 
memories, and ∼75% of these memories could be coded with the Instructor Talk frame-
works. Given that students perceive and remember Instructor Talk as impacting the learn-
ing environment, Instructor Talk may be an explanatory variable for differential student 
outcomes across studies of active learning.

INTRODUCTION
To what extent do instructors use language unrelated to course concepts during class 
time? How might this noncontent language set the tone of the classroom learning 
environment? And how do students perceive and interpret noncontent language used 
by instructors? Increasingly, the language used by instructors in undergraduate sci-
ence courses is considered key to the student experience and to student learning. 
Accordingly, such language could be the explanatory variable shaping student out-
comes of active-learning experiences and driving variations in studies on classroom 
teaching. This variation in student outcomes may be observed not only across courses 
and instructors but also with the same instructor over time with additional pedagogi-
cal training. While some researchers have described the nature of instructor language 
related to science content and conceptual learning (Coley and Tanner, 2015; Gouvea 
and Simon, 2018; Betz et al., 2019; Kranzfelder et al., 2019; Brazeal et al., 2021), 
others have investigated instructors’ noncontent language, referred to as Instructor 
Talk (Seidel et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2019; Lane et al., 2021). Instructor Talk—
noncontent language spoken by instructors and directed to the whole class—has been 
identified in every biology course studied to date. Previous research has quantified the 
frequency of Instructor Talk instances in each course session across a semester of intro-
ductory biology lectures (Seidel et al., 2015), in lecture courses at community colleges 
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and primarily undergraduate institutions (Harrison et al., 
2019), online (Seah et al., 2021), at large research universities 
(Brazeal et al., 2021; Lane et al., 2021), and even in laboratory 
classes led by graduate student teaching assistants.

Instructor Talk was purposefully characterized in a single 
undergraduate biology classroom taught by a pair of biology 
instructors trained in inclusive pedagogical practices (Seidel 
et al., 2015). Analysis from this initial investigation of non-
content instructor language revealed multiple categories of 
Instructor Talk that were encouraging and positive, resulting 
in the initial Instructor Talk framework (Seidel et al., 2015; 
see Table 1). Subsequent studies investigated 61 courses of 
53 instructors from 14 community colleges and an urban uni-
versity, which produced a sampling method for quantifying 
Instructor Talk in a large number of courses (Harrison et al., 
2019). Instructor Talk instances in the first 15 minutes of 
class were a representative and enriched sample of Instructor 
Talk instances per hour. As a result of this sampling strategy, 
new categories of Instructor Talk emerged that were not cod-
able with the original framework. This newly described 
Instructor Talk appeared to be discouraging and negative in 
nature. As a result, Harrison et al. (2019) developed the 
Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk framework that mirrored 
the initial one, now referred to as the Positively Phrased 
Instructor Talk framework (Seidel et al., 2015; see Table 1). 
Despite the widespread prevalence of Instructor Talk in 
undergraduate biology classrooms, how students perceive 
and remember different kinds of Instructor Talk has yet to be 
studied systematically.

Student perceptions of how instructor language influences 
their learning environment in science classrooms may not align 
with instructors’ intentions. For example, instructors might feel 
like they are keeping the class on track by asking students to 
hold their questions until the end of class, but students might 
perceive this as instructors distancing themselves from stu-
dents. Additionally, instructors could be trying a new 
active-learning strategy and warning students that it might not 
go well, which might inadvertently cultivate student resistance 
to the learning experience. Further, instructors might say some-
thing that they perceive as encouraging, such as “This is going 
to be a tough exam, so study hard.” However, some students 
could interpret the phrase to be intimidating, especially for stu-
dents experiencing stereotype threat in the subject area. Given 
the importance of factoring in students’ interpretations of 
instructor language, we explore multiple theoretical and phe-
nomenological frameworks relevant to Instructor Talk through 
the lens of student perceptions: instructor immediacy, student 
resistance, stereotype threat, and sense of belonging. Consider-
ation of these frameworks suggest that students likely attend to 
and remember instructors’ noncontent language in college 
classrooms.

The first theoretical framework that drives interest in the 
study of student perceptions of Instructor Talk is instructor 
immediacy, or communication that reduces the perceived psy-
chological distance between instructors and students (Witt 
et al., 2004). Previous research in communication studies and 
social psychology has explored how instructor communication 
consists of verbal and nonverbal immediacy cues. Verbal 

TABLE 1. Instructor Talk frameworks for Positively Phrased and Negatively Phrased noncontent instructor languagea

Positively Phrased Negatively Phrased

Category Subcategory Subcategory Category

Building the 
Instructor/
Student 
Relationship

Demonstrating Respect for Students Ignoring Student Challenges Dismantling the 
Instructor/Student 
Relationship

Revealing Secrets to Success Assuming Poor Behaviors from Students
Boosting Self-Efficacy Making Public Judgments about Students

Establishing 
Classroom Culture

Pre-framing Classroom Activities Expecting Students to Know What to Do Disestablishing 
Classroom CulturePracticing Scientific Habits of Mind Parallel to “Practicing Scientific Habits of 

Mind”b

Building a Biology Community among 
Students

Discouraging Community Among Students

Giving Credit to Colleagues Criticizing Colleagues
Indicating That It Is Okay to be Wrong or 

Disagree
Encouraging Only the Right Answer

Explaining Pedagogi-
cal Choices

Supporting Learning through Teaching Choices Expressing Doubt in Pedagogical Choice Compromising 
Pedagogical ChoicesUsing Student Work to Drive Teaching Choices Using Convenience to Drive Teaching 

Choices
Connecting Biology to the Real World and 

Career
Parallel to “Connecting Biology to the Real 

World and Career” b

Discussing How People Learn Teaching to a Subset of Students
Fostering Learning for the Long Term Focusing on the Grade/Short Term

Sharing Personal 
Experiences

Recounting Personal Information/Anecdotes Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity Sharing Personal 
JudgmentRelating to Student Experiences Distancing from Student Experiences

Unmasking Science Being Explicit about the Nature of Science Being Implicit about the Nature of Science Masking Science
Promoting Diversity in Science Intimidating Students from Science
Fostering Wonder Parallel to “Fostering Wonder in Science”b

aAdapted from Harrison et al. (2019).
bNot yet observed.
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immediacy cues include using student names, humor, and 
self-disclosure. Nonverbal immediacy cues include gesticulat-
ing, smiling, and making eye contact. Through both verbal 
and nonverbal cues, instructor immediacy has been shown to 
have a substantial effect on students’ learning, attitudes, and 
perceptions of the instructor (Gorham, 1988; Witt et al., 
2004). As such, systematic analysis of instructors’ noncontent 
language may yield insight into how instructors do or do not 
create instructor immediacy in college classrooms. Specifi-
cally, the Instructor Talk frameworks are a tool that could be 
used to categorize and quantify instructor language unrelated 
to course content. One could assess the prevalence of verbal 
immediacy cues with categories of the Positively Phrased 
Instructor Talk framework, such as Building the Instructor/
Student Relationship and Sharing Personal Experiences. Fur-
ther, one could investigate the impacts of verbal cues that 
diminish instructor immediacy by also considering parallel 
categories of the Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frame-
work: Dismantling the Instructor/Student Relationship and 
Sharing Personal Judgment. However, there are yet to be 
empirical studies investigating how undergraduate students 
perceive examples of such language, which we hypothesize 
could increase (or decrease) instructor immediacy and posi-
tively (or negatively) influence students’ perceptions of 
instructors. One may wonder to what extent students even 
remember noncontent instructor language that relates to the 
instructor–student relationship.

Additionally, a phenomenological framework that suggests 
the importance of Instructor Talk and student perceptions of 
this language is student resistance. While there have been inter-
national calls to integrate more active-learning strategies into 
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) classrooms 
(Woodin et al., 2010), faculty concerns about student resistance 
to novel strategies may discourage instructors from integrating 
these beneficial practices into their classrooms. Although many 
instructors are concerned about student resistance to new 
instructional approaches, students seem more resistant to being 
patronized by instructors (Kearney et al., 1991; Seidel and Tan-
ner, 2013). As such, students may be more resistant to the 
instructor’s language than to the new instructional practices 
themselves. In fact, when instructors explain to students what 
the components of an activity and its purpose are (i.e., explana-
tion strategies), both students and instructors perceive that stu-
dent resistance is reduced (Finelli et al., 2018; Tharayil et al., 
2018). This aligns with a key component of the Positively 
Phrased Instructor Talk framework, the Explaining Pedagogical 
Choices category, in which instructors explain their reasoning 
behind instructional decisions to their students (Seidel et al., 
2015). Indeed, recordings of Instructor Talk in biology courses 
demonstrate that instructors frequently explain the reasoning 
behind instructional decisions with their students (Seidel et al., 
2015; Harrison et al., 2019; Lane et al., 2021). Taken together, 
these studies suggest that students may appreciate Instructor 
Talk that explains the rationales behind instructors’ pedagogical 
choices, and as a result, such language might minimize resis-
tance and have an overall positive impact on the learning envi-
ronment. However, we currently have limited, if any, insights 
into how students perceive instructor language about instruc-
tional practices in relation to researchers’ evaluation of this 
language.

Finally, multiple theoretical frameworks from social psychol-
ogy, in particular stereotype threat and sense of belonging, sug-
gest that students likely remember and are influenced by 
Instructor Talk. Stereotype threat is a phenomenon in which 
capable individuals underperform when they feel at risk of con-
forming to negative stereotypes affiliated with an aspect of their 
identities, potentially compromising students’ performance in 
high-stakes assessment situations (Steele and Aronson, 1995; 
Steele, 1997). Notably, stereotype threat is hypothesized to dis-
proportionately reduce the academic performance of under-
served students in science (Spencer et al., 1999) and influence 
these students to leave STEM altogether (Beasley and Fischer, 
2012). On the other hand, students who experience a high 
sense of belonging—when individuals feel accepted and sup-
ported by a social group, setting, or institution—in science 
classrooms can have higher academic performance and per-
sistence in STEM disciplines (Stout et al., 2013; Trujillo and 
Tanner, 2014; Fink et al., 2020). Thus, understanding students’ 
perceptions of language in science classrooms may be key to 
mitigating their negative experiences in these classrooms. We 
hypothesize that Instructor Talk could be used to mitigate ste-
reotype threat by making it clear that all students have a place 
in science, which may in turn influence their sense of belong-
ing. Such language is represented in two categories of the Posi-
tively Phrased Instructor Talk framework: Establishing Class 
Culture, in which instructors build a biology community among 
students, and Unmasking Science, in which instructor language 
promotes diversity in science (Seidel et al., 2015). Further, we 
predict that science students can remember examples of Instruc-
tor Talk used to promote positive learning experiences that mit-
igate stereotype threat and foster belonging in science class-
rooms. Finally, we hypothesize that students from historically 
excluded groups in STEM, such as students of color, first-gener-
ation college students, and women, may remember more 
Instructor Talk that promotes a negative learning environment 
from their perspective. Such language would be represented in 
two categories of the Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frame-
work: Disestablishing Class Culture, in which instructors dis-
courage community among students, and Masking Science, in 
which instructor language intimidates students from science 
(Harrison et al., 2019). Despite the potential for noncontent 
instructor language to influence students’ experience of stereo-
type threat and sense of belonging, initial studies exploring how 
students across demographic groups remember and interpret 
Instructor Talk are still needed.

While Instructor Talk has been well documented in biology 
classrooms across institutions and classroom types (Seidel 
et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2019; Lane et al., 2021), it remains 
unclear how aligned student perceptions of this language are 
with researchers’ previous categorizations and to what extent 
students even remember Instructor Talk. Further, a detailed 
understanding of student perceptions of Instructor Talk would 
provide additional validity evidence for the Instructor Talk 
frameworks. Because Instructor Talk may be a mediating vari-
able for a range of student outcomes, detailed investigations of 
student perceptions are a key step in characterizing this novel 
classroom variable, which could inform the interpretation of 
many studies. To investigate these ideas, we addressed the fol-
lowing research questions: 1) To what extent do students’ 
perceptions of noncontent language align with researchers’ 
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interpretations as synthesized in the Instructor Talk framework? 
2) To what extent do students remember examples of noncon-
tent language used by instructors?

METHODS
This study was determined exempt by the Institutional Review 
Board at San Francisco State University under protocol number 
E19-129.

Design and Approach
We designed two studies to address these research aims: 1) 
study 1 evaluated the extent to which students’ and researchers’ 
perceptions of Instructor Talk were in alignment (hereafter, stu-
dent–researcher alignment), and 2) study 2 assessed the pro-
portion of students who remembered Instructor Talk from their 
biology courses and the nature of that language. Like interviews 
and focus groups that ask students to recall and self-report their 
experiences, our approach systematically collected student per-
ceptions of Instructor Talk and their memories of noncontent 
language on a larger scale with a written survey consisting of 
multiple activities and assessment prompts. Table 2 summarizes 
the student activities and assessment prompts for both studies. 
We structured the assessment prompts for both studies so that 
students became familiar with examples of Instructor Talk 
before they were prompted to recall instructor language that 
they remembered as promoting a positive or a negative learning 
environment.

Identifying Participants for the Studies
Both study 1 and study 2 were conducted at a public, urban, 
master’s-granting university on the West Coast. The study site is 
designated as a Hispanic-serving institution and Asian Ameri-
can and Native American Pacific-Islander–serving institution.

To evaluate both the extent to which biology undergradu-
ates’ perceptions of instructor language are in alignment with 
researchers’ categorizations and the extent to which they 
remember noncontent instructor language, we opted for study 
participants who were upper-division students majoring in biol-
ogy. During the semester our studies were conducted, the 
demographics of upper-division biology students included 70% 
women and 52% underrepresented minority status as defined 
by the institution, which includes Black, Latinx, and Native 

American students (San Francisco State University Institutional 
Research, 2019).

Because they had experience across several biology courses 
to draw from for the studies, all participants were recruited 
from the last course in a series of three core courses required for 
the biology major. Participants completed the assessments for 
both studies during a single in-person class session. They 
received participation points toward their course grade for com-
pleting the assessment prompts, and students who were not in 
class that day were excluded from the study. All data were col-
lected toward the end of the semester.

Characterizing Participant Demographics
To represent the biology students participating in these studies, 
we asked each participant to complete an optional demographic 
form after finishing the activities for study 1 and study 2. The 
demographic form collected self-identified data on study partic-
ipants’ class standing (junior, senior, etc.), community college 
transfer status, and first-generation college-going status, along 
with responses to open-ended questions concerning gender 
identity, sexual identity, and race and ethnic identity.

To evaluate differences in responses across participant char-
acteristics, we disaggregated some of the resulting data by 
self-identified binary gender, first-generation college status, as 
well as race and ethnic identity in two ways: 1) persons of color 
(i.e., non-white students) and 2) persons excluded because of 
their ethnicity or race (i.e., PEER: participants who self-identi-
fied as Latinx/a/o, Black or African-American, and persons of 
mixed race who included any of these designations; Asai, 
2020).

Study 1: Evaluating Student–Researcher Alignment in 
Their Perceptions of Whether Specific Instructor Talk 
Quotes Would Promote a Positive or Negative Learning 
Environment
The two Instructor Talk frameworks—Positively Phrased and 
Negatively Phrased—were constructed by researchers and to 
date have not been correlated with student perceptions. To 
evaluate the extent to which students’ perceptions of Instructor 
Talk were in alignment with researchers’ perceptions as promot-
ing a positive or a negative learning environment, study partic-
ipants engaged in two activities for study 1 (Table 2). In the first 

TABLE 2. Activities and assessment prompts used to investigate student memories and student perceptions of Instructor Talk

Study Student activity Assessment prompt

Study 1 Choice activity: Student perceptions of 
Instructor Talk that promoted a 
positive learning environment

Please read all of the examples of instructor language in the envelope (see Table 3). 
Choose 3 examples you think would promote the most positive classroom learning 
environment if an instructor said them to your class, and indicate why.

Choice activity: Student perceptions of 
Instructor Talk that promoted a 
negative learning environment

Please reread all of the examples of instructor language. Choose 3 examples you think 
would promote the most negative classroom learning environment if an instructor 
said them to your class, and indicate why.

Evaluation activity: Student alignment 
with researchers

Mark an “x” to indicate whether you think each of the 20 instances of instructor 
language will promote a positive or negative classroom learning environment.

Study 2 Student memories of Instructor Talk that 
promoted a positive learning 
environment

Think of specific undergraduate biology courses you have taken. Provide up to 3 
examples of language your instructor used that you felt promoted a positive 
classroom learning environment and explain why.

Student memories of Instructor Talk that 
promoted a negative learning 
environment

Think of specific undergraduate biology courses you have taken. Provide up to 3 
examples of language your instructor used that you felt promoted a negative 
classroom learning environment and explain why.
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activity, referred to as a choice activity, students were given an 
Instructor Talk stimulus set of 20 quotes printed on strips of 
paper in an envelope. For this choice activity, students were first 
prompted to choose up to three specific quotes that they per-
ceived as promoting the most positive learning environment 
and then were prompted to choose up to three specific quotes 
that they perceived as promoting the most negative learning 
environment. In the second activity, referred to as an evaluation 
activity, students evaluated all 20 Instructor Talk quotes in the 
stimulus set as promoting either a positive or negative learning 
environment. In the following sections, we describe how we 
identified instances of Instructor Talk for these two activities 
and how we evaluated the degree of student–researcher align-
ment in their perceptions of Instructor Talk using statistical 
approaches.

Constructing an Instructor Talk Stimulus Set for the Study. To 
gauge students’ perceptions of noncontent instructor language, 
we developed a random, stratified sampling strategy to select 
Instructor Talk quotes—10 Positively Phrased and 10 Nega-
tively Phrased—from Harrison et al. (2019; see Table 3 for the 
stimulus set of 20 Instructor Talk quotes). Harrison et al. (2019) 
sampled and analyzed transcripts of the first 15 minutes of two 
class sessions in 61 courses for 53 instructors. We randomly 
selected quotes from this study, because the quotes were 
recorded from instructors at a range of institutions, including 
the one in the present study. In the 61 courses recorded in 
Harrison et al. (2019), a total of 565 instances of Instructor Talk 
were identified, 545 of which were categorized as Positively 
Phrased and 55 of which were categorized as Negatively 
Phrased. We reviewed this database of Instructor Talk instances 
from Harrison et al. (2019) and excluded instances of Instructor 
Talk that: 1) included language noted as “unintelligible” in the 
transcript, 2) contained specialized language (e.g., idioms, jar-
gon, discipline-specific language) that may not be understood 
by a large variety of students, 3) lacked clarity out of context, 4) 
were duplicates, 5) were lengthy and contained more than 120 
words, and/or 6) were directed at non-biology majors. After 
these exclusion criteria were applied, 59% of the Positively 
Phrased (n = 321) and 52% of the Negatively Phrased (n = 29) 
instances of Instructor Talk were excluded. The Instructor Talk 
instances that met the inclusion criteria represented all five Pos-
itively Phrased categories and all five Negatively Phrased cate-
gories of the Instructor Talk frameworks. Further, all 18 subcat-
egories of the Positively Phrased and nine of the 15 subcategories 
of the Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frameworks were rep-
resented by the remaining instances.

After these selection criteria were applied, we used a ran-
dom, stratified sampling strategy to ensure that two instances 
of Instructor Talk were randomly chosen within each of the five 
categories for both the Positively Phrased and the Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk frameworks (see Table 1). To ensure the 
Instructor Talk instances presented to students were representa-
tive of widespread use in biology classrooms, we selected the 
first two random samples generated for each category that 
1) included at least one sample from the most prevalent subcat-
egory of the Instructor Talk frameworks and 2) would make the 
most sense for students based on clarity and context. This ran-
dom stratified sampling strategy resulted in a stimulus set of 20 
specific Instructor Talk quotes that were used for the study 

(n = 10 each for Positively and Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk; see Table 3 for quotes).

Choice Activity: Assessing Student Perceptions of Instructor 
Talk That Promoted the Most Positive or Most Negative 
Learning Environment. Although researchers have described 
instances of Instructor Talk as Positively Phrased or Negatively 
Phrased using the existing frameworks, student perceptions of 
how Instructor Talk impacts the learning environment have not 
been assessed. Using the random, stratified Instructor Talk stim-
ulus set of 20 quotes described earlier (see Table 3), we asked 
students to respond to two assessment prompts to explore their 
perceptions of how Instructor Talk may influence the learning 
environment in biology classrooms.

First, students were prompted to choose up to three specific 
Instructor Talk quotes from the Instructor Talk stimulus set that 
they perceived as promoting the most positive learning environ-
ment. Next, students were prompted to choose up to three spe-
cific Instructor Talk quotes from the same Instructor Talk stimu-
lus set that they perceived as promoting the most negative 
learning environment. For both of these prompts, students were 
invited to provide rationales for their choices of the Instructor 
Talk quotes.

Based on a pilot study with students, the assessment for 
study 1 prompts students to select Instructor Talk quotes that 
they perceive as promoting the most positive or negative learn-
ing environment. This language compelled pilot study partici-
pants to read all the Instructor Talk quotes more carefully and 
to evaluate the entire stimulus set for the most impactful quotes, 
rather than just selecting the first few quotes they encountered 
that resonated as promoting a positive or negative learning 
environment.

Evaluation Activity: Assessing Student–Researcher Align-
ment in Perceptions of Instructor Talk as Promoting a Posi-
tive or Negative Learning Environment. To evaluate student–
researcher alignment in their perceptions of Instructor Talk 
across the entire stimulus set, students were asked to judge 
each of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes in the stimulus set (Table 
3) as promoting a positive learning environment or a negative 
learning environment, or students could select “neither/
unsure.”

Analyses of Student–Researcher Alignment in Their Percep-
tions of Instructor Talk Promoting a Positive or Negative 
Learning Environment. We used a three-pronged approach for 
data analyses. In the following sections, we describe these 
approaches in detail. All data analyses and figure production 
were done in R (R Development Core Team, 2017) using the 
ggplot and ggtheme packages (Wickham and Wickham, 2009; 
Arnold, 2017).

Choice Activity Data Analyses: Quantifying Student Choices of 
Instructor Talk That Promoted the Most Positive or Most Negative 
Learning Environment. For the first analysis, we quantified the 
proportion of students who chose two or three specific Instruc-
tor Talk quotes for each prompt in alignment with researchers 
(i.e., choosing Positively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes as pro-
moting a positive learning environment and Negatively Phrased 
Instructor Talk quotes as promoting a negative one). For both 
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TABLE 3. Instructor Talk stimulus set consisting of 20 authentic instructor quotes

Category (acronym)a Quote ID Instructor Talk quotesb

Positively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes (n = 10)

Building the 
Instructor/Student 
Relationship (+BISR)

+BISR1 “I know that there were some folks who, when they looked at their score on Thursday, were shocked 
and not very happily surprised. And if that’s the case for you, I told people earlier today as well, 
you know, you’re not alone. So, don’t feel like you’re the only one who maybe didn’t do as well as 
you had hoped.”

Subcategory: Demonstrating Respect for Students
+BISR2 “All right, I shared data from our class about how you guys kind of didn’t do so well on the assess-

ment last week. But, it’s okay, you know. We can always improve.”
Subcategory: Boosting Self-Efficacy

Establishing Class Culture 
(+ECC)

+ECC1 “All right, so the volume is dying down, which leads me to suggest that we’re about to start talking 
about what happened over the weekend rather than the assignment. So, let’s see what we came 
up with. So, what I’m going to do is I’m going to pick on people.”

Subcategory: Pre-framing Classroom Activities
+ECC2 “But, the most important people in the room are not necessarily us, your instructors. They’re actually 

the people sitting right next to you. In this course, one of the most important things you can do is 
talk to the people who are next to you, figure out what’s in your head and how to fix it if it’s not 
quite right.”

Subcategory: Building a Biology Community among Students

Explaining Pedagogical 
Choices (+EPC)

+EPC1 “I’m going to try to make this class as relevant as possible for people who are interested in going into 
medicine, into dentistry, into nursing.”

Subcategory: Connecting Biology to the Real World and Career
+EPC2 “So, someone asked, why do we have to do all those writing assignments? And, you know, that’s 

really because to learn something, you have to do it. You know, if you’re learning to play the 
guitar, you have to play the guitar, not just listen to experienced people playing it, right? If you’re 
learning to become biologists or geneticists, you have to just do it. And writing is one very good 
way of doing it. Speaking is another way of doing it. And so, you’ll be talking a lot and you’ll be 
writing a lot in class.”

Subcategory: Discussing How People Learn

Sharing Personal 
Experiences (+SPE)

+SPE1 “I went to a PhD program at Stanford briefly for a bit, and worked at some developmental biology 
labs. But then I decided to leave and go for a master’s and teach instead because teaching is what 
I really like to do more than anything else. So, my background is not as a medical doctor, but as a 
researcher.”

Subcategory: Recounting Personal Information/Anecdotes
+SPE2 “I actually got a bachelor’s degree in environmental biology ages ago in the Cal State system. So, I 

am a product of the Cal State system, just like you are.” Subcategory: Relating to Student 
Experiences

Unmasking Science (+US) +US1 “There’s still some time until the presentations, but don’t of course, wait too long because the longer 
you wait without rehearsal and practice—the more distant the concepts are going to be.  Science 
is a bit of language that needs to be practiced.”

Subcategory: Being Explicit about the Nature of Science
+US2 “I think the labs are really, really cool, so I’m excited about them. And I’m excited for you guys to get 

to go through them.”
Subcategory: Fostering Wonder in Science

Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes (n = 10)

Dismantling the Instruc-
tor/Student Relation-
ship (−DISR)

−DISR1 “Some people find that if you haven’t had a basic biology class before coming in here, it’s a little 
harder. You’ve got to learn some of those basic concepts a little faster than other folks.”

Subcategory: Ignoring Student Challenges
−DISR2 “You don’t need to sneak in. You’re right on time today for a change.”

Subcategory: Making Public Judgments about Students

Disestablishing
Class Culture
(−DCC)

−DCC1 “Don’t think I’ll just be showering and you’ll be standing there below the shower and having a good 
drenching of information. No. You have to do your job as students, okay? So, that’s very critical.”

Subcategory: Expecting Students to Know What to Do
−DCC2 “So, I stood here on Wednesday and told you point blank there would be no questions about plants 

on your lab quiz. Were there any questions about plants on your lab quiz? There were seven ques-
tions about plants on your lab quiz. Not one person complained, okay? So, that makes you all 
very sweet, but seriously, you should have complained.”

Subcategory: Expecting Students to Know What to Do

(Continues)
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Category (acronym)a Quote ID Instructor Talk quotesb

Compromising Pedagogical 
Choices (−CPC)

−CPC1 “So, don’t be giving me these random scales on your graphs that look funky. Among other things, my 
poor little brain is really tired and I can’t make sense of it, okay? Or, no, I could make sense of it, 
but I don’t want to. Okay?”

Subcategory: Using Convenience to Drive Teaching Choices
−CPC2 “I take credit for only five percent of your grade or less than that. Your grade, whether it’s an ‘A,’ ‘B,’ 

‘C’— whatever it is—95% of it is yours—your contribution.”
Subcategory: Focusing on the Grade/Short Term

Sharing Personal Judgment 
(−SPJ)

−SPJ1 “And so, because we’re doing things a little bit strangely in lecture, I wanted to make sure I was here 
for that. But, at 2:00 I hope to be having my head on a pillow, catching up on some sleep. My 
flight was cancelled coming home. I was online for three and a half hours till 2:30 in the morning 
Sunday trying to get a flight here so that I didn’t arrive sometime on Wednesday. So, I managed to 
do that, but I’m a little tired. So, if I say something that sounds really strange and that doesn’t 
make any sense, be even more diligent than usual about raising your hand, because maybe it 
didn’t make any sense, okay?”

Subcategory: Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity
−SPJ2 “I can’t stand listening to myself talk because—oh, God. Do I sound like that? I sound like a moron or 

something. I don’t know.”
Subcategory: Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity

Masking Science (−MS) −MS1 “So, we’ll see if this is our new class size, if I’ve managed to scare people away, or if this is just people 
being tardy.”

Subcategory: Intimidating Students from Science

−MS2 “Are you all excited to be here? You’re thinking about it. Some of you are like, I’ve heard scary things 
about this class.”

Subcategory: Intimidating Students from Science

a Two quotes were randomly chosen per category, labeled as Positively Phrased (+) or Negatively Phrased (−) Instructor Talk followed by the acronym of the category.
bQuotes were sourced from previously recorded Instructor Talk instances in undergraduate biology classrooms (Harrison et al., 2019). The 20 Instructor Talk quotes of 
the stimulus set are ordered here by categories of the Instructor Talk frameworks and were randomized when presented to participants.

assessment prompts, we determined 1) the extent to which stu-
dents chose specific Instructor Talk quotes as promoting the 
most positive or most negative learning environment and 2) the 
extent to which students’ choices aligned with how Instructor 
Talk quotes were previously coded by researchers.

Evaluation Activity Analyses: Statistical Approach for Evaluating 
Overall Student–Researcher Alignment in Their Perceptions of 
Instructor Talk. Additionally, we used an overall summative sta-
tistical approach for the evaluation activity. We assigned values 
of either 1, 0, or −1 to students’ evaluation of each of the 20 
Instructor Talk quotes as either positive, unsure, or negative, 
respectively. For each student, we summed the total values of 
their evaluations across the 10 Positively Phrased Instructor 
Talk quotes and then separately summed total values of their 
evaluations across the 10 Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
quotes. Thus, each student’s values ranged between +10 and 
−10 for the Positively Phrased quote group and the Negatively 
Phrased quote group. If students assigned all 10 Positively 
Phrased Instructor Talk quotes as promoting a positive learning 
environment, the sum of their assignments would be +10 and in 
complete alignment with researchers. If students assigned all 
10 Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes as promoting a 
negative learning environment, then the sum of their assign-
ments would be −10 and in complete alignment with research-
ers. Further, if students were unsure or chose randomly, then 
the sum value for either the group evaluations of the 10 Posi-
tively Phrased quotes or the 10 Negatively Phrased quotes 
would be expected to approach 0.

This summative approach allowed us to statistically evaluate 
the extent to which students’ perceptions of Instructor Talk 
were in alignment with researchers by using two, two-sided 
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests: one for the 10 Instructor Talk 
quotes that researchers had previously categorized as Positively 
Phrased and another for the 10 Instructor Talk quotes that 
researchers had previously categorized as Negatively Phrased. 
We opted for this nonparametric statistical approach because 
the data did not have a Gaussian distribution.

Evaluation Activity Analyses: Quantifying Student Evaluations of 
Instructor Talk That Promoted a Positive or Negative Learning 
Environment at the Category and Individual Quote Level. Finally, 
to assess student–researcher alignment at the category level of 
the Instructor Talk framework, we quantified the proportion of 
students who assigned each of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes as 
promoting a positive or negative learning environment, or 
whether students were unsure. Similarly, we also quantified the 
proportion of student evaluations (positive, negative, or unsure) 
at the individual quote level for the 20 Instructor Talk quotes.

Study 2: Assessing Student Memories of Instructor Talk
Although Instructor Talk has been recorded and categorized in 
undergraduate biology classrooms in previous studies (Seidel 
et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2019), the extent to which students 
themselves can remember noncontent instructor language is 
unknown. Furthermore, the types of noncontent instructor lan-
guage that students may remember and perceive as promoting 
a positive or negative learning environment is also not currently 

TABLE 3. Continued
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known. After students had explored some examples of Instruc-
tor Talk (study 1; see Table 3), we invited students to provide 
up to three examples of language that their biology instructors 
had used that they felt promoted a positive learning environ-
ment. Next, we invited students to provide up to three examples 
of language their biology instructors had used that they felt pro-
moted a negative learning environment. For each activity, stu-
dents were asked to provide rationales for why they felt their 
memories of noncontent instructor language promoted either a 
positive or negative learning environment. We opted to solicit 
student memories of instructor language after students evalu-
ated the stimulus set of 20 Instructor Talk quotes to support 
students’ understanding of the concept of noncontent instructor 
language and increase the validity of the memory prompt.

Determining Whether Student Memories of Instructor Lan-
guage Could Be Categorized Using the Instructor Talk 
Frameworks. Given that undergraduate students’ memories of 
noncontent instructor language have not been studied in biol-
ogy classrooms to date, we first determined whether the exist-
ing Instructor Talk frameworks (Table 1) could be used to cate-
gorize and analyze student memories of noncontent instructor 
language. According to the pre-existing criteria defined by 
Seidel et al. (2015, p. 1), Instructor Talk was considered to be 
“any language that 1) was spoken by an instructor, 2) was 
addressed to the class as a whole, 3) was not specific to course 
content, 4) was not an analogy for course content” and 5) 
excludes “course logistics or agenda items at the start or end of 
class.” Based on these pre-existing criteria of Instructor Talk, 
student memories that described instructor behavior (e.g., 
“Puts smiley face on my exam”), logistical language (e.g., “It’s 
not on the syllabus, but I drop your lowest test score.”), or lan-
guage used outside of the classroom (e.g., over email) were 
coded as “Not Instructor Talk.” In addition to the pre-existing 
criteria for Instructor Talk, we also coded student memories 
written in third person as Not Instructor Talk, because it was 
not clear whether the student memory of instructor language 
was a direct quote or paraphrased (e.g., “I had a prof tell us one 
time that he learns the same amount from us as we do him.”). 
Therefore, student memories that were written as a direct quote 
from an instructor and conceivably spoken in a classroom, 
directed to the class as a whole, and neither logistical nor con-
tent metaphors were coded as “student memories of Instructor 
Talk.”

Analyzing Student Memories of Instructor Talk with the 
Instructor Talk Frameworks. Using the Positively Phrased and 
Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frameworks, student memo-
ries of instructor language were coded independently by each 
researcher and then discussed as a team (D.O, M.M.R., J.V.L., 
K.T., and K.D.T.). The composition of our team allowed us to 
discuss undergraduate student memories informed by the per-
spectives of undergraduate researchers. To consider and resolve 
the different perspectives of the research team, we discussed 
how each researcher had independently categorized the stu-
dent memories of noncontent instructor language and then col-
lectively agreed upon the final category using the Instructor 
Talk frameworks (see Table 1). To reach consensus, we devel-
oped an approach to discuss student memories of noncontent 
instructor language. First, each student memory was coded as 

Instructor Talk or Not Instructor Talk. For student memories of 
Instructor Talk, we then determined whether the student mem-
ory was Positively Phrased or Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk. Third, we coded the student memory of Instructor Talk 
into one of the five categories of the corresponding framework. 
Finally, the student memory was assigned to a subcategory 
within the corresponding category. Occasionally, a student 
memory could be coded with more than one category/subcate-
gory, and the senior author (K.D.T.) was consulted to reach con-
sensus for these instances. Only a few student memories could 
be double coded into multiple Instructor Talk subcategories. 
Given that we only asked students to provide three memories 
per prompt, we opted to exclude the two splits that emerged 
during data analysis when calculating the proportion of stu-
dents who recalled memories of Instructor Talk.

In summary, the established approach for coding each stu-
dent memory with the Positively Phrased and Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk frameworks could be described with 
four questions of increasing specificity:

1. Does the student memory meet the criteria for Instructor 
Talk?

2. Does the student memory of Instructor Talk align with the 
Positively Phrased or Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
framework?

3. Which category does the student memory align with in the 
corresponding Instructor Talk framework?

4. Which subcategory does the student memory align with in 
the corresponding Instructor Talk category?

Data Analyses of Student Memories of Instructor Talk. After 
categorizing student memories of Instructor Talk, we conducted 
multiple quantitative analyses of the resulting codes, as 
described in the following sections.

Analyses of Student Memories of Instructor Talk Disaggregated by 
Students’ Self-Identified Characteristics. First, we quantified the 
proportion of students who provided at least one memory cod-
able as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk perceived as promot-
ing a positive learning environment and at least one memory 
codable as Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk perceived as pro-
moting a negative learning environment. Next, to assess whether 
students of different identity groups could recall instances of 
Instructor Talk at proportionally higher rates, we disaggregated 
these results by self-identified characteristics. Statistical com-
parisons were conducted using Pearson chi-square tests to deter-
mine the probability of independence, with Bonferroni correc-
tions to minimize the risk of type I error due to multiple 
statistical comparisons (level of significance was set at 0.00625). 
We conducted eight chi-squares total, four for student memories 
that promoted a positive learning environment and four for stu-
dent memories that promoted a negative learning environment. 
The four pairwise comparisons included: gender (women, 
men), first-generation college-going status (first-gen, non–first 
gen), PEER (Latinx/a/o, Black or African-American, mixed race; 
non-PEER), and POC (people of color).

Quantification of the Most Prevalent Instructor Talk Categories for 
Student Memories of Instructor Language Promoting a Positive or 
Negative Learning Environment. We analyzed student memories 
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of Instructor Talk in two ways. First, to ensure students who 
provided multiple memories from the same category were not 
overrepresented, we determined the proportion of students 
who recalled memories of Instructor Talk in each of the catego-
ries of the Positively Phrased and Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk frameworks. Second, given that students could provide up 
to three memories, we also quantified the percentage of student 
memories coded with the two Instructor Talk frameworks. 
These two analyses allow us to consider both the proportion of 
students who can recall certain types of Instructor Talk and the 
percentage of student memories overall.

Comparing Prevalence of Categories for Student Memories of 
Instructor Talk with Results from a Previous Study Investigating 
the Prevalence of Instructor Talk in Undergraduate Biology Class-
rooms. To assess whether student memories reflected what was 
said most frequently in classrooms, we compared our quantifi-
cation of student memories at the category level with the prev-
alence of Instructor Talk recorded in 61 undergraduate biology 
courses (Harrison et al., 2019). This comparison determined 
whether the categories of student memories of Instructor Talk 
mirrored the prevalence of previously recorded Instructor Talk 
in biology classrooms. Notably, the comparison study included 
Instructor Talk from the university at which we conducted the 
present study.

RESULTS
We investigated how students evaluated previously recorded 
Instructor Talk quotes and whether students could remember 
noncontent instructor language. The results are divided into 
two sections for the aforementioned studies. In study 1, evalu-
ating student–researcher alignment in perceptions of Instructor 
Talk, students were prompted to 1) choose up to three Instruc-
tor Talk quotes that promoted the most positive learning envi-
ronment, 2) choose up to three Instructor Talk quotes that pro-
moted the most negative learning environment, and 3) evaluate 
each of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes as either promoting a pos-
itive or negative learning environment (see Table 3 for the 
Instructor Talk stimulus set). The aim of study 1 was to assess 

the extent to which there was student–researcher alignment in 
perceptions of noncontent instructor language. In study 2, stu-
dent memories of Instructor Talk, students were prompted to 1) 
recall three memories of noncontent instructor language that 
promoted a positive learning environment and 2) recall three 
memories of noncontent instructor language that promoted a 
negative learning environment. The aim of study 2 was to quan-
tify the type of Instructor Talk, if any, that students could 
remember as influencing their learning environments.

Demographics of Participants in Study 1 and Study 2
A total of 90 undergraduates participated in both studies out of 
146 students who were enrolled in the upper-division biology 
course from which we recruited study participants. The exact 
participation rate is unknown, as attendance was not recorded 
by the instructor for the day the assessment was given. As 
shown in Table 4, most participants self-identified as women 
(70%, n = 62) and were first-generation college-going (56%, n 
= 50), while a smaller proportion were transfer students (26%, 
n = 23). Participants who self-identified as Latinx/a/o, Black or 
African-American, or persons of mixed race who included any 
of these designations were designated as PEER (40%, n = 36). 
POC included all non-white students (76%, n = 68). The per-
centage of students by self-identified ethnicity can be found in 
Supplemental Table S1. Based on institutional data described in 
the Methods, the demographics of participants were representa-
tive of upper-division biology students at the time the studies 
were conducted.

Study 1: Evaluating Student–Researcher Alignment in 
Perceptions of Instructor Talk
To evaluate the degree of student–researcher alignment in their 
perceptions of whether Instructor Talk promoted a positive 
learning environment or a negative learning environment, we 
invited study participants to engage with two activities. The 
first activity was a choice activity in which students reviewed 20 
Instructor Talk quotes and then chose up to three quotes that 
they felt promoted the most positive learning environment. Stu-
dents then chose up to three quotes that they felt promoted the 
most negative learning environment from the same stimulus 
set. The second activity was an evaluation activity in which stu-
dents evaluated each of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes in the 
stimulus set as promoting a positive learning environment or a 
negative learning environment or said that they were unsure.

Choice Activity: Assessing Student Perceptions of Instructor 
Talk That Promoted the Most Positive Learning Environ-
ment. When prompted to choose up to three Instructor Talk 
quotes perceived as promoting the most positive learning envi-
ronment, 99% students (n = 83/84) chose at least two quotes 
that researchers had also coded as Positively Phrased Instructor 
Talk and thus were in high alignment with researchers. Nearly 
64% of students (n = 54/84) were fully aligned with research-
ers in their perceptions of the Instructor Talk quotes, choosing 
all three quotes that they perceived as promoting the most pos-
itive learning environment that researchers had also previously 
coded as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk. The most misalign-
ment could be attributed to students choosing the Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk stimuli quotes within either the Focus-
ing on the Grade/Short Term (10%, n = 8/84) and Expecting 

TABLE 4. Self-identified characteristics of upper-division biology 
student participants (n = 90 study participants; n = 89 entire 
demographics form)

Characteristic Students % (n)

Women 70% (62)
Men 27% (24)
Decline to state 3% (3)

First-generation student 56% (50)
Continuing-generation student 44% (39)

PEER 40% (36)
Non-PEER 54% (48)
Decline to state 6% (5)

Students of color 76% (68)
Non-students of color 18% (16)
Decline to state 6% (5)

Transfer student 26% (23)

Non-transfer student 74% (66)
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Students to Know What to Do (10%, n = 8/84) categories as 
promoting a positive learning environment.

The proportion of students who chose each Instructor Talk 
quote from the stimulus set that they perceived as promoting 
the most positive learning environment is detailed in Table 5. 
All 10 Instructor Talk quotes previously coded by researchers as 
Positively Phrased were chosen in this activity by at least two 
students as promoting the most positive learning environment. 
Of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes provided in the stimulus set, 
three specific quotes were chosen by more than 40% of students 
as promoting the most positive learning environment. Students 
most often chose the quote within the Building the Instructor/
Student Relationship category (44% students, n = 40/90), fol-
lowed by quotes within the Unmasking Science (42% students, 
n = 38/90) and Establishing Classroom Culture (41% students, 
n = 37/90) categories. Only one participant chose one of these 
three quotes as promoting the most negative learning environ-
ment. Overall, only 18% of students (n = 16/90) chose an 
Instructor Talk quote that they perceived as promoting the most 
positive learning environment that researchers coded as Nega-
tively Phrased Instructor Talk (see Table 5).

Choice Activity: Assessing Student Perceptions of Instructor 
Talk That Promoted the Most Negative Learning Environ-
ment. When prompted to choose up to three Instructor Talk 
quotes from the stimulus set that they perceived as promoting 
the most negative learning environment, 96% of students (n = 
81/84) chose at least two quotes that researchers also coded as 
Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk and thus were in high align-
ment with researchers. Only 45% of students (n = 38/84) were 
in full alignment with researchers and chose all three Instructor 
Talk quotes as promoting the most negative learning environ-
ment, which were previously categorized as Negatively Phrased 
Instructor Talk by researchers. It is worth noting that 38% of 
students (n = 32/84) chose the Positively Phrased Instructor 
Talk stimuli quote within the Pre-framing Classroom Activities 
category as promoting a negative learning environment.

The proportion of students who chose each Instructor Talk 
quote from the stimulus set that they perceived as promoting 
the most negative learning environment is described in Table 
6. All 10 Instructor Talk quotes previously coded by research-
ers as Negatively Phrased were chosen in this activity by at 
least five students as promoting the most negative learning 
environment. Of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes provided in the 
stimulus set, two specific quotes were chosen by nearly half of 
students as promoting the most negative learning environ-
ment. Within the 10 Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes, 
students chose the quote within the Compromising Pedagogi-
cal Choices category most often (53% students, n = 48/90), 
while nearly half of students (48%, n = 43/90) chose the 
Instructor Talk quote within the Dismantling the Instructor/
Student Relationship category as promoting the most negative 
learning environment. Only one participant chose one of these 
two quotes as promoting the most positive learning environ-
ment. Over a third of students (36%, n = 32/90) were mis-
aligned with researchers and chose a quote within the Posi-
tively Phrased Instructor Talk framework in the Establishing 
Classroom Culture category as promoting the most negative 
learning environment. Overall, two quotes coded by research-
ers as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk were chosen by some 

students as promoting the most negative learning environ-
ment (see Table 6).

Evaluation Activity: Assessing Student–Researcher Align-
ment in Perceptions of Instructor Talk That Promoted a Pos-
itive or Negative Learning Environment. When prompted to 
categorize each of the 20 Instructor Talk quotes in the stimulus 
set as promoting a positive or negative learning environment, 
students’ evaluations of Instructor Talk quotes were in alignment 
with researchers (two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test; p < 
0.0001 for both tests; Figure 1). The median of student evalua-
tions of the 10 Positively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes was 5.5 
(95% confidence interval = 5.0, 6.0), while the median of stu-
dent evaluations of the 10 Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
quotes was −4.5 (95% confidence interval = −5.0, −4.0). It is 
worth noting that only 4% of students (n = 4/90) evaluated all 
10 Positively Phrased quotes as promoting a positive learning 
environment, and 1% of students (n = 1/90) evaluated all 10 
Negatively Phrased quotes as promoting a negative learning 
environment. To ensure there were no discrepancies across 
demographics, the summative analysis for the evaluation activity 
was disaggregated by self-identified gender (women and men) 
and race (POC and non-POC; see Supplemental Figure S1).

Category-Level Analysis: Instructor Talk Categories That Pro-
moted a Positive Learning Environment. There was generally 
high agreement between students and researchers across the 
five categories of the Positively Phrased Instructor Talk frame-
work (Figure 2A). On average, students agreed with researchers 
70% ± 8% (mean ± SE) of the time across the five categories. 
Yet only 17% ± 7% of students evaluated Positively Phrased 
Instructor Talk as promoting a negative learning environment. 
Student–researcher alignment varied across the five categories 
of the Positively Phrased Instructor Talk framework (Figure 
2A). Alignment was the strongest for the Unmasking Science 
category (91% agreement, n = 162/178). The student–
researcher alignment in the remaining four categories of the 
Positively Phrased Instructor Talk framework are as follows, in 
order of decreasing prevalence: Building the Instructor/Student 
Relationship (79% agreement, n = 141/179), Explaining Peda-
gogical Choices (73% agreement, n = 130/177), Sharing Per-
sonal Experiences (53% agreement, n = 94/178), and Establish-
ing Class Culture (50% agreement, n = 88/177). Nearly 30% (n 
= 56/178) of students were unsure whether the two quotes for 
Sharing Personal Experiences category promoted a positive or 
negative learning environment.

Category-Level Analysis: Instructor Talk Categories That Promoted 
a Negative Learning Environment. Overall, student agreement 
with researchers was relatively high across the five categories of 
the Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk framework (Figure 2B). 
On average, 61% ± 3% of students evaluated the Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk as promoting a negative learning 
environment. Only 19% ± 2% of students on average evaluated 
Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk as promoting a positive learn-
ing environment. Alignment between students and researchers 
was highest for the Dismantling the Instructor/Student Relation-
ship and Disestablishing Class Culture categories (66% of agree-
ment for both, n = 119/179 and n = 116/175, respectively). Stu-
dent–researcher alignment was 60% for the Compromising 
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TABLE 5. Proportion of undergraduate biology students who chose particular example Instructor Talk quotes as promoting the most 
positive learning environmenta 

Students % 
(n = 90) Category

Instructor Talk quote chosen as promoting the most positive 
learning environment Quote ID: subcategory

Positively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes

44% (40)
1% (1)

Building the Instructor/
Student Relationship

“I know that there were some folks who, when they looked at their 
score on Thursday, were shocked and not very happily surprised. 
And if that’s the case for you, I told people earlier today as well, 
you know, you’re not alone. So, don’t feel like you’re the only one 
who maybe didn’t do as well as you had hoped.”

+BISR1: 
Demonstrating Respect 
for Students

42% (38)
0% (0)

Unmasking Science “I think the labs are really, really cool, so I’m excited about them. And 
I’m excited for you guys to get to go through them.”

+US2: 
Fostering Wonder in 
Science

41% (37)
0% (0)

Establishing Classroom 
Culture

“But, the most important people in the room are not necessarily us, 
your instructors. They’re actually the people sitting right next to 
you. In this course, one of the most important things you can do is 
talk to the people who are next to you, figure out what’s in your 
head and how to fix it if it’s not quite right.”

+ECC2: 
Building a Biology 
Community among 
Students

33% (30)
4% (4)

Explaining Pedagogical 
Choices

“I’m going to try to make this class as relevant as possible for people 
who are interested in going into medicine, into dentistry, into 
nursing.”

+EPC1: 
Connecting Biology to the 
Real World and Career

24% (22)
1% (1)

Explaining Pedagogical 
Choices

“So, someone asked, why do we have to do all those writing assign-
ments? And, you know, that’s really because to learn something, 
you have to do it. You know, if you’re learning to play the guitar, 
you have to play the guitar, not just listen to experienced people 
playing it, right? If you’re learning to become biologists or 
geneticists, you have to just do it. And writing is one very good way 
of doing it. Speaking is another way of doing it. And so, you’ll be 
talking a lot and you’ll be writing a lot in class.”

+EPC2: 
Discussing How People 
Learn

22% (20)
1% (1)

Unmasking Science “There’s still some time until the presentations, but don’t of course, 
wait too long because the longer you wait without rehearsal and 
practice—the more distant the concepts are going to be.  Science is 
a bit of language that needs to be practiced.”

+US1: 
Being Explicit about the 
Nature of Science

20% (18)
4% (4)

Building the Instructor/
Student Relationship

“All right, I shared data from our class about how you guys kind of 
didn’t do so well on the assessment last week. But, it’s okay, you 
know. We can always improve.”

+BISR2: 
Boosting Self-Efficacy

10% (9)
7% (6)

Sharing Personal 
Experiences

“I actually got a bachelor’s degree in environmental biology ages ago in 
the Cal State system. So, I am a product of the Cal State system, 
just like you are.”

+SPE2: 
Relating to Student 
Experiences

6% (5)
0% (0)

Sharing Personal 
Experiences

“I went to a PhD program at Stanford briefly for a bit, and worked at 
some developmental biology labs. But then I decided to leave and 
go for a master’s and teach instead because teaching is what I really 
like to do more than anything else. So, my background is not as a 
medical doctor, but as a researcher.”

+SPE1: 
Recounting Personal 
Information/Anecdotes

1% (1)
36% (32)

Establishing Classroom 
Culture

“All right, so the volume is dying down, which leads me to suggest that 
we’re about to start talking about what happened over the weekend 
rather than the assignment. So, let’s see what we came up with. So, 
what I’m going to do is I’m going to pick on people.”

+ECC1: 
Pre-framing Classroom 
Activities

Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes

9% (8)
17% (15)

Disestablishing 
Classroom Culture

“So, I stood here on Wednesday and told you point blank there would 
be no questions about plants on your lab quiz. Were there any 
questions about plants on your lab quiz? There were seven 
questions about plants on your lab quiz. Not one person com-
plained, okay? So, that makes you all very sweet, but seriously, you 
should have complained.”

−DCC2: 
Expecting Students to 
Know What To Do

9% (8)
6% (5)

Compromising 
Pedagogical Choices

“I take credit for only five percent of your grade or less than that. Your 
grade, whether it’s an ‘A,’ ‘B,’ ‘C’—whatever it is—95% of it is 
yours—your contribution.”

−CPC2: 
Focusing on the Grade/
Short Term

aQuotes are sorted into Positively Phrased and Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk and presented in descending order, based on the proportion of students who chose that 
particular Instructor Talk quote. Blue font (top % and number) is the proportion of students who chose the Instructor Talk quote as promoting the most positive learning 
environment. Red font (bottom % and number) is the proportion of students who chose the Instructor Talk quote as promoting the most negative learning environment. 
Percentages sum to greater than 100%, because students could select up to three quotes.
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Pedagogical Choices (n = 108/178) and Sharing Personal Judg-
ment (n = 107/179) categories. The Masking Science category 
had the least student–researcher alignment at 51% agreement 

(n = 91/179). For each of the categories, approximately 20% of 
students on average were unsure whether the Instructor Talk 
quotes promoted a positive or negative learning environment.

TABLE 6. Proportion of undergraduate biology students who chose particular example Instructor Talk quotes as promoting the most 
negative learning environmenta 

Students % 
(n = 90) Category

Instructor Talk quote chosen as promoting the most negative 
learning environment Quote ID: subcategory

Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes

53% (48)
0% (0)

Compromising 
Pedagogical 
Choices

“So, don’t be giving me these random scales on your graphs that look 
funky. Among other things, my poor little brain is really tired and 
I can’t make sense of it, okay? Or, no, I could make sense of it, but 
I don’t want to. Okay?”

−CPC1: 
Using Convenience to Drive 
Teaching Choices

48% (43)
1% (1)

Dismantling the 
Instructor/ 
Student 
Relationship

“You don’t need to sneak in. You’re right on time today for a change.” −DISR2: 
Making Public Judgments about 
Students

26% (23)
0% (0)

Disestablishing 
Classroom 
Culture

“Don’t think I’ll just be showering and you’ll be standing there below 
the shower and having a good drenching of information. No. You 
have to do your job as students, okay? So, that’s very critical.” 

−DCC1: 
Expecting Students to Know 
What to Do

21% (19)
2% (2)

Masking
Science

“So, we’ll see if this is our new class size, if I’ve managed to scare 
people away, or if this is just people being tardy.”

−MS1: 
Intimidating Students from 
Science

20% (18)
3% (3)

Sharing Personal 
Judgment

“I can’t stand listening to myself talk because—oh, God. Do I sound 
like that? I sound like a moron or something. I don’t know.”

−SPJ2: 
Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity

18% (16)
4% (4)

Sharing Personal 
Judgment

“And so, because we’re doing things a little bit strangely in lecture, I 
wanted to make sure I was here for that. But, at 2:00 I hope to be 
having my head on a pillow, catching up on some sleep. My flight 
was cancelled coming home. I was online for three and a half 
hours till 2:30 in the morning Sunday trying to get a flight here 
so that I didn’t arrive sometime on Wednesday. So, I managed to 
do that, but I’m a little tired. So, if I say something that sounds 
really strange and that doesn’t make any sense, be even more 
diligent than usual about raising your hand, because maybe it 
didn’t make any sense, okay?”

−SPJ1: 
Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity

17% (15)
9% (8)

Disestablishing 
Classroom 
Culture

“So, I stood here on Wednesday and told you point blank there would 
be no questions about plants on your lab quiz. Were there any 
questions about plants on your lab quiz? There were seven 
questions about plants on your lab quiz. Not one person 
complained, okay? So, that makes you all very sweet, but 
seriously, you should have complained.”

−DCC2: 
Expecting Students to Know 
What to Do

10% (9)
3% (3)

Dismantling the 
Instructor/ 
Student 
Relationship

“Some people find that if you haven’t had a basic biology class before 
coming in here, it’s a little harder. You’ve got to learn some of 
those basic concepts a little faster than other folks.”

−DISR1: 
Ignoring Student Challenges

8% (7)
3% (3)

Masking
Science

“Are you all excited to be here? You’re thinking about it. Some of you 
are like, I’ve heard scary things about this class.”

−MS2: 
Intimidating Students from 
Science

6% (5)
9% (8)

Compromising 
Pedagogical 
Choices

“I take credit for only five percent of your grade or less than that. 
Your grade, whether it’s an ‘A,’ ‘B,’ ‘C’—whatever it is—95% of it 
is yours—your contribution.”

−CPC2: 
Focusing on the Grade/Short 
Term

Positively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes
36% (32)
1% (1)

Establishing 
Classroom 
Culture

“All right, so the volume is dying down, which leads me to suggest 
that we’re about to start talking about what happened over the 
weekend rather than the assignment. So, let’s see what we came 
up with. So, what I’m going to do is I’m going to pick on people.”

+ECC1: 
Pre-framing Classroom Activities

7% (6)
10% (9)

Sharing
Personal 

Experiences

“I actually got a bachelor’s degree in environmental biology ages ago 
in the Cal State system. So, I am a product of the Cal State 
system, just like you are.”

+SPE2: 
Relating to Student Experiences

aQuotes are sorted into Negatively Phrased and Positively Phrased Instructor Talk and presented in descending order, based on the proportion of students who chose that 
particular Instructor Talk quote. Blue font (bottom % and number) is the proportion of students who chose the Instructor Talk quote as promoting the most positive 
learning environment. Red font (top % and number) is the proportion of students who chose the Instructor Talk quote as promoting the most negative learning environ-
ment. Percentages sum to greater than 100%, because students could select up to three quotes.
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Individual Quote Analysis: Instructor Talk Quotes That Promoted 
a Positive Learning Environment. Because the two different 
example quotes in some categories were perceived quite differ-
ently from one another by students, we also analyzed overall 
student evaluations for each of the 20 individual Instructor Talk 
quotes in the stimulus set (Figure 3A). All but one quote had 
more than 75% of student–researcher agreement as indicated 
by the dotted line in Figure 3A. Alignment was highest for the 
Positively Phrased Instructor Talk quote for the Fostering Won-
der in Science subcategory (+US2; 96% agreement, n = 85/96). 
Following this quote, the other individual Instructor Talk quotes 
with the highest alignment, in decreasing order of alignment, 
were: Demonstrating Respect for Students (+BISR1; 88% agree-
ment, n = 79/90), Building a Biology Community among Stu-
dents (+ECC2; 88% agreement, n = 78/89), Discussing How 
People Learn (+EPC2; 74% agreement, n = 66/89), Connecting 
Biology to the Real World and Career (+EPC1; 73% agreement, 

n = 64/88), Boosting Self-Efficacy (+BSIR2; 70% agreement, n 
= 64/88), Relating to Student Experiences (+SPE2; 53% agree-
ment, n = 47/89), and Recounting Personal Information or 
Anecdotes (+SPE1; 53% agreement, n = 47/89). The subcate-
gory with the lowest student–researcher alignment was 
Pre-framing Classroom Activities (+ECC1; 11% agreement, n = 
10/88). Examples of student rationales for evaluating Positively 
Phrased Instructor Talk quotes in alignment and misalignment 
with researchers can be found in Supplemental Table S2.

Individual Quote Analysis: Instructor Talk Quotes That Promoted 
a Negative Learning Environment. We also evaluated overall 
student evaluations for each of the 20 individual Instructor Talk 
quotes in the stimulus set (Figure 3B). There were only three 
individual Instructor Talk quotes where less than 75% of stu-
dents agreed with researcher categorizations as indicated by the 
dotted line in Figure 3B. Student–researcher alignment was 
highest for the Instructor Talk quote for the Using Convenience 
to Drive Teaching Choices subcategory (−CPC1; 94%, n = 
85/90). This was the only Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
quote that students did not categorize as promoting a positive 
learning environment. Following this individual quote, the 
other Instructor Talk quotes with the highest alignment, in 
decreasing order of alignment, were: Making Public Judgments 
about Students (−DISR2; 79% agreement, n = 71/90), Expect-
ing Students to Know What to Do (−DCC1; 72% agreement, n = 
64/88), Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity (−SPJ2; 71% agree-
ment, n = 63/89), Expecting Students to Know What to Do 
(−DCC2; 60% agreement, n = 52/87), Ignoring Student Chal-
lenges (−DISR1; 54% agreement, n = 48/89), and Sharing 
Self-Judgment/Self-Pity (−SPJ1; 49% agreement, n = 44/90). 
The Instructor Talk categorized by researchers within the 
“Focusing on the Grade/Short Term” subcategory had the low-
est student–researcher agreement (-CPC2; 26% agreement, n = 
23/88). Examples of student rationales for evaluating Nega-
tively Phrased Instructor Talk quotes in alignment and misalign-
ment with researchers can be found in Supplemental Table S3.

Study 2: Assessing Student Memories of Instructor Talk
To investigate the extent to which students could recall noncon-
tent instructor language that 1) promoted a positive learning 
environment or 2) promoted a negative learning environment, 
we coded and quantified student responses to each of these 
prompts (n = 216 student memories of instructor language pro-
moting a positive learning environment and n = 194 student 
memories of instructor language promoting a negative learning 
environment). Because students could provide up to three 
memories and not all students did, we analyzed the proportion 
of students who could recall instructor language of particular 
types and the percentage of total memories provided by all stu-
dents. In the following sections, we present five analyses of 
these data.

Student Memories of Instructor Talk Overall and Disaggre-
gated by Self-Identified Demographics. Overall, the majority 
of students could recall at least one memory of instructor lan-
guage that was codable as Instructor Talk (see Figure 4A). Of 
the 90 participants, 99% were compliant and provided at least 
one memory (n = 89). The majority of students could recall at 
least one memory codable as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk 

FIGURE 1. Student evaluation activity for all 20 Instructor Talk 
quotes from the stimulus set perceived as promoting a positive or 
negative learning environment by undergraduate biology students. 
Students’ overall evaluations of 20 Instructor Talk quotes were in 
alignment with researchers (Harrison et al., 2019) for Positively 
Phrased (blue) and Negatively Phrased (red) Instructor Talk. Each 
point indicates the summed, total value for each student (n = 88 
students) based on the extent to which the student evaluated the 
10 Positively Phrased and 10 Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
quotes as promoting a positive or a negative learning environment, 
respectively. Students with sums of +10 and −10 were in complete 
alignment with researchers for Positively Phrased and Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk, respectively. If students were unsure or 
chose randomly, then the sum value would be close to 0. The box 
plots show the median and the first and third quartiles of the data. 
The lower and upper whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile 
range from the first and third quartiles, respectively. Points for 
individual student scores are dispersed horizontally for clarity.
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that promoted a positive learning environ-
ment (78%, n = 70) and at least one mem-
ory codable as Negatively Phrased Instruc-
tor Talk that promoted a negative learning 
environment (74%, n = 67). The remain-
ing students either left the form blank (n = 
6 for positive, n = 9 for negative), provided 
only examples that were misaligned with 
the frameworks (n = 1 for positive, n = 1 
for negative), and/or only provided mem-
ories that were coded as Not Instructor 
Talk (n = 14 for positive, n = 14 for 
negative).

To determine whether higher propor-
tions of certain student groups recalled 
Instructor Talk, we disaggregated the data 
by students’ self-identified characteristics 
after quantifying the total proportion of 
students who could recall at least one 
instance of Instructor Talk. Figure 4B and 
C shows the proportion of undergraduate 
students who recalled at least one memory 
of Instructor Talk in a biology class, disag-
gregated by self-identified binary gender, 
first-generation college status, PEER, and 
POC. No significant differences were found 
in the proportion of students from differ-
ent demographics who provided more 
than one instance of Instructor Talk (Pear-
son’s chi-square test with Bonferroni cor-
rections, p > 0.085 for all tests; Supple-
mental Table S4), though this may be due 
to our moderate sample size.

Promoting a Positive Learning Environ-
ment: Student Memories of Instructor 
Talk. To investigate which categories of 
Instructor Talk were the most salient for 
students, we quantified the proportion of 
students who remembered instructor lan-
guage in each framework category that 
promoted a positive learning environment. 
Given that students could provide up to 
three memories, we also analyzed the per-
cent of all student memories of Instructor 
Talk that were coded into each category of 
the Instructor Talk frameworks.

Analyzing the Proportion of Individual Stu-
dents Who Provided Memories of Instructor 
Talk Perceived as Promoting a Positive 
Learning Environment. To determine the 
extent to which students could remember 
noncontent language as promoting a posi-
tive learning environment and in which 
categories these memories could be coded, 
we calculated the proportion of students 
who wrote down a memory that was cod-
able as Instructor Talk and the categories 
of these memories (see Figure 5 and 

FIGURE 2. Student perceptions of Instructor Talk stimulus set quotes grouped at the 
category level. The 20 Instructor Talk quotes in the stimulus set were randomly selected 
from Harrison et al. (2019) and included two quotes per category for each of the Instruc-
tor Talk frameworks. The quotes are grouped and labeled by the categories of the 
(A) Positively Phrased and (B) Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frameworks. We invited 
90 students to describe the 10 Positively Phrased and 10 Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk quotes as promoting a positive learning environment (blue) or negative learning 
environment (red) or to indicate they were unsure (gray/middle bar) of how the quote 
influenced the learning environment. Sample sizes for the number of student responses 
for the two Instructor Talk quotes for each category are on the far right (n = 175–179 
student responses per category, summing the responses of two quotes per category from 
90 students).

FIGURE 3. Student perceptions of individual Instructor Talk quotes randomly selected 
from Harrison et al. (2019) for the Instructor Talk stimulus set. The quotes are grouped and 
labeled by the subcategories of the (A) Positively Phrased and (B) Negatively Phrased 
Instructor Talk frameworks. The order of subcategories on the left aligns with the 
Instructor Talk frameworks and prevalence of this type of language recorded in biology 
classrooms. Students identified each Instructor Talk quote as creating a positive learning 
environment (blue) or negative learning environment (red) or indicated they were unsure 
(gray/middle bar) of how the quote influenced the learning environment. Sample sizes for 
the number of responses for each quote are on the far right (n = 87–90 student responses 
from 90 students). Dashed lines represent 75% alignment (either agreement or unsure) 
between student and researcher perceptions of Instructor Talk that is Positively Phrased 
and Negatively Phrased.
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students felt promoted a positive learning 
environment (n = 166 total), sorted by cat-
egory and with examples of student mem-
ories for each subcategory. Overall, stu-
dents’ memories of Instructor Talk 
perceived as promoting a positive learning 
environment could be coded in all five cat-
egories and nine of the 10 subcategories of 
the Positively Phrased Instructor Talk 
framework, with the exception that no stu-
dent memories were coded in the subcate-
gory Giving Credit to Colleagues. Over half 
of all student memories of Instructor Talk 
that promoted a positive learning environ-
ment were coded in the Building the 
Instructor/Student Relationship category 
(52%, n = 87/166). The second most fre-
quent category of student memories of 
Instructor Talk that promoted a positive 
learning environment was Establishing 
Class Culture (14%, n = 23/166). Stu-
dents’ memories of Instructor Talk also 
consisted of memories coded as Explain-
ing Pedagogical Choices (11%, n = 19 
/166) and Unmasking Science (9%, n = 
15/166). Surprisingly, the least frequent 
category of student memories of Instructor 
Talk that fostered a positive learning envi-
ronment was Sharing Personal Experi-
ences (6%, n = 10/166). Approximately 
7% (n = 12/166) of all student memories 
of Instructor Talk perceived as promoting a 
positive learning environment could be 
coded with the Negatively Phrased Instruc-
tor Talk framework, the majority of which 
were coded in the subcategory Focusing 
on the Grade/Short Term (5%, n = 9/166). 

Other subcategories of student memories coded as Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk that students perceived as promoting a 
positive learning environment included Assuming Poor Behav-
iors from Students (n = 2/166) and Criticizing Colleagues (n = 
1/166), as shown at the bottom of Table 7. The percent of stu-
dent memories of Instructor Talk at the subcategory level of the 
Positively Phrased Instructor Talk framework is detailed in Sup-
plemental Table S5.

Promoting a Negative Learning Environment: Student Mem-
ories of Instructor Talk. Additionally, we quantified the pro-
portion of students who remembered instructor language that 
promoted a negative learning environment and in which cate-
gories of the Instructor Talk frameworks these student memo-
ries of Instructor Talk were coded. As with the previous analy-
ses, because students could provide up to three memories, we 
also analyzed the percent of all student memories of Instructor 
Talk coded into each category of the Instructor Talk frame-
works.

Analyzing the Proportion of Individual Students Who Provided 
Memories of Instructor Talk Perceived as Promoting a Negative 
Learning Environment. To determine the extent to which 

Table 7). The vast majority of students wrote down a memory 
of instructor language promoting a positive learning environ-
ment that was coded as Building the Instructor/Student Rela-
tionship (76%, n = 53/70). The proportion of students who 
wrote down memories coded in the remaining four categories 
of the Positively Phrased Instructor Talk framework are as fol-
lows, in order of decreasing prevalence: Establishing Classroom 
Culture (27%, n = 19/70), Explaining Pedagogical Choices 
(24%, n = 17/70), Unmasking Science (21%, n = 15/70), and 
Sharing Personal Experiences (14%, n = 10/70). Additionally, a 
subset of students recalled a memory of instructor language 
that they felt promoted a positive learning environment but was 
coded as Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk by researchers 
(16%, n = 11/70).

Analyzing the Percentage of All Student Memories of Instructor 
Talk Perceived as Promoting a Positive Learning Environ-
ment. Each student could provide up to three memories of 
Instructor Talk that they perceived as promoting a positive 
learning environment. We explored the prevalence of student 
memories of Instructor Talk overall by analyzing the percent of 
all student memories coded in each category. Table 8 summa-
rizes the percentage of student memories of Instructor Talk that 

FIGURE 4. Student recall of noncontent language overall and disaggregated by personal 
characteristics. (A) The proportion of students who recalled at least one memory of 
Instructor Talk that promoted a positive (blue) or negative (red) learning environment. 
(B, C) The proportion of students across self-identified demographics of binary gender, 
first-generation college-going status, PEER, and POC who recalled at least one memory 
of Instructor Talk that promoted a (B) positive or (C) negative learning environment. 
Dashed lines represent the overall percentage of students who recalled at least one 
memory of Instructor Talk promoting (B) positive and (C) negative learning environments. 
Sample sizes for the number of students are on top of the bars (n = 90 students surveyed, 
n = 83 with completed demographic forms).
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Analyzing the Percentage of All Student 
Memories of Instructor Talk Perceived as 
Promoting a Negative Learning Environ-
ment. Given that each student could pro-
vide up to three memories of Instructor 
Talk perceived as promoting a negative 
learning environment, we analyzed the 
percent of all student memories coded in 
each category of the Instructor Talk frame-
works. Table 10 summarizes the percent-
age of student memories of Instructor Talk 
that students felt promoted a negative 
learning environment (n = 141 total) and 
Table 10 has examples of student memo-
ries for each subcategory. Overall, student 
memories of Instructor Talk perceived as 
promoting a negative learning environ-
ment could be coded in all five of the cate-
gories and seven of the 10 subcategories of 
the Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
framework. The most frequent category of 
student memories of Instructor Talk that 

promoted a negative learning environment were coded in the 
Dismantling the Instructor/Student Relationship (40%, n = 
57/141). The second most frequent category of student memo-
ries of Instructor Talk that promoted a negative learning envi-
ronment was Masking Science (20%, n = 28/141). Student 
memories of Instructor Talk also consisted of memories coded 
as Disestablishing Class Culture (17%, n = 24/141) and Com-
promising Pedagogical Choices (14%, n = 19 /141). The least 
frequent category of student memories of Instructor Talk that 
promoted a negative learning environment was Sharing Per-
sonal Judgment (1%, n = 2/141). Approximately 7% (n = 
10/141) of all student memories of Instructor Talk perceived as 
promoting a negative learning environment could be coded 
with the Positively Phrased Instructor Talk framework, the 
majority of which represented the subcategories Pre-framing 
Classroom Activities (3%, n = 4/141) and Recounting Personal 
Information or Anecdotes (2%, n = 3/141). The percent of stu-
dent memories of Instructor Talk at the subcategory level of the 
Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk framework is detailed in 
Supplemental Table S6.

Comparing Prevalence of Categories of Student Memories of 
Instructor Talk to a Previous Study of the Prevalence of Cate-
gories of Instructor Talk in Undergraduate Biology Class-
rooms. To establish whether student memories of Instructor 
Talk in biology classrooms were a reflection of what instructors 
say the most often, we compared the frequency of student mem-
ories of Instructor Talk in our study to the prevalence of Instruc-
tor Talk categories recorded previously in biology classrooms 
(Harrison et al., 2019). Figure 7 shows the percent of total stu-
dent memories for each Instructor Talk category (n = 307 total 
memories) and compares this with reprinted data from a previ-
ous study on Instructor Talk, for which researchers recorded and 
quantified Instructor Talk instances (n = 567 total instances) 
across 61 undergraduate biology courses (Harrison et al., 2019). 
Both student memories and previously recorded instances of 
Instructor Talk are displayed at the category level of the Positively 
Phrased and Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frameworks.

students could remember noncontent language as promoting 
a negative learning environment and in which categories these 
memories could be coded, we calculated the proportion of stu-
dents who wrote down a memory that was codable as Instruc-
tor Talk and the categories of these memories (see Figure 6 
and Table 9). The majority of students provided a memory of 
instructor language that promoted a negative learning envi-
ronment that was coded as Dismantling the Instructor/Stu-
dent Relationship (61%, n = 41/67). The proportion of stu-
dents who wrote down memories coded in the remaining four 
categories of the Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk frame-
work are as follows, in order of decreasing prevalence: Mask-
ing Science (40%, n = 27/67), Dismantling Classroom Culture 
(34%, n = 23/67), Compromising Pedagogical Choices (27%, 
n = 18/67), and Sharing Personal Judgment (3%, n = 2/67). 
Some students recalled a memory of instructor language that 
they felt promoted a negative learning environment but was 
coded as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk by researchers 
(15%, n = 10/70).

FIGURE 5. Proportion of students who remembered Instructor Talk perceived as 
promoting positive learning environment by categories of the Instructor Talk frameworks. 
The order of categories on the left aligns with the Positively Phrased Instructor Talk 
framework (blue bars). The student memories of Instructor Talk perceived as promoting a 
positive learning environment and coded as Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk are 
grouped in Negative Phrased Instructor Talk (red bar).

TABLE 7. Proportion of students who remembered Instructor Talk 
perceived as promoting a positive learning environment and coded 
into the Positively Phrased framework categoriesa

Positively Phrased Instructor Talk category

Individual students 
reporting memory 

by category % 
(n = 70)

Building the Instructor/Student Relationship 76% (53)
Establishing Classroom Culture 27% (19)
Explaining Pedagogical Choices 24% (17)
Sharing Personal Experiences 14% (10)
Unmasking Science 21% (15)
Categorized as Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 16% (11)

aPercentages sum to greater than 100%, because students could provide up to 
three memories for the activity. Categories are listed in order of prevalence previ-
ously observed in biology classrooms (Harrison et al., 2019).
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TABLE 8. Examples of student memories of Instructor Talk perceived as promoting a positive learning environment by Instructor Talk 
category and subcategory (n = 166 student memories)

Subcategory
Examples of student memories of Instructor Talk perceived as promoting a 

positive learning environment
Building the Instructor/

Student Relationship
(52%, n = 87/166)

Demonstrating Respect for 
Students

“Please feel free to ask me anything you want, whether it’s biology-related or not. I want 
you all to know you have someone to talk to.”

”When you need help, feel free to reach out. I am always here for you.”
Revealing Secrets to Success “People get loans for a car easily, but when getting a loan for education they hesitate. As 

the years go on, the car value drops, but the degree rises.”
”Please come to office hours if you need help. I just want to make sure everyone 

understands.”
Boosting Self-Efficacy “I believe every single one of you is capable of doing well in this class.”

”I like your way of thinking.”

Establishing Classroom 
Culture

(14%, n = 23/166)

Pre-framing Classroom 
Activities

“I will do a demo before you guys get started.”
”Can I get three volunteers?”

Practicing Scientific Habits of 
Mind

“Think like a scientist.”

Building a Biology Community 
among Students

“It’s hard, it takes practice. You are not alone. Come to me or your colleagues.”
”I encourage you all to chat with your neighbors and share your ideas.”

Giving Credit to Colleagues No student memories observed.
Indicating That it is Okay to 

be Wrong or Disagree
“It’s okay to make mistakes. Now’s the time to make them because we’re learning.”
”We welcome everybody’s opinion and show no judgment.”

Explaining Pedagogical 
Choices

(11%, n = 19 /166)

Supporting Learning through 
Teaching Choices

“For the next exam, I’ve provided multiple practice exams and sample problems for you 
guys to work on to help you study.”

”I hope that clears it up, if not we can go over it in a different way.”
Using Student Work to Drive 

Teaching Choices
“I know the class didn’t do too well, so let’s talk about the exam and see what really has 

been confusing.”
”I noticed a majority of the class seemed to misunderstand what I explained, based on 

the exams, so I want to re-explain some material.”
Connecting Biology to the 

Real World and Career
“Learning for the sake of future patients.”
[Explaining cortisol] “It suppressed the immune system and that’s why everyone is sick 

and stressed at the end of the semester.”
Discussing How People Learn “What made you get that answer? Why do you think that’s correct and why not?”
Fostering Learning for the 

Long Term
“Don’t let an exam intimidate you. It does not define who you are.”
”Don’t worry too much about your grade.”

Sharing Personal 
Experiences

(6%, n = 10/166)

Recounting Personal 
Information/Anecdotes

“This is my family and my favorite hobby is…”
”I have been a part of this department for years and even requested to add courses that I 

can teach based on my knowledge.”
Relating to Student Experi-

ences
“I know some of this material can be a little tough to grasp but I got a ‘C’ in College 

Biology and look at me now.”
”I used to work in research so if you have any questions about that just drop by my office 

hours.”

Unmasking Science
(9%, n = 15/166)

Being Explicit about the 
Nature of Science

“Science is about failing, don’t be afraid to do so.”
”I have helped in forensic cases to identify people and their faces/bodies based on how 

their bones are shaped after they have been found.”
Promoting Diversity in Science “You do belong in this community.”

”We need students to know of more scientists they can relate to.”
Fostering Wonder “I’m looking forward to this semester with you all because we’re going to talk about 

interesting topics that I enjoy.”
”I love this subject. People may think I’m weird for it but who cares, you may fall in love 

with it too.”

Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk

Compromising 
Pedagogical Choices

Focusing on the Grade/Short 
Term

(n = 9/166)

“So the class average was a 61% on the exam, and there was a specific question you all 
didn’t do well on, so I will curve it and just give you points for it.”

”I know not a lot of students did well on the third exam, therefore I will curve the exam 
and give extra credit opportunities.”

Dismantling the 
Instructor/ Student 
Relationship

Assuming Poor Behaviors from 
Students

(n = 2/166)

“I don’t take attendance, it’s up to a student to decide to come to class. However, 
skipping class will not help.”

”Attendance won’t be taken in this class, it’s up to you to make that choice to come or 
not.”

Disestablishing 
Classroom Culture

Criticizing Colleagues
(n= 1/166)

“Call me Dr. (Last Name). I know that a lot of the bio instructors here at [institution] are 
more casual and like to be called by their first names. But if you are going into higher 
education, you should learn to address instructors appropriately.”
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as promoting a negative learning environ-
ment and Instructor Talk instances 
recorded previously in classrooms. There 
were far more student memories of 
Instructor Talk categorized as Dismantling 
the Instructor/Student Relationship than 
what might be expected based on the 
prevalence of this category for Instructor 
Talk instances recorded in classrooms. Stu-
dent memories of Instructor Talk were 
similarly spread across three categories: 
Disestablishing Class Culture, Masking 
Science, and Compromising Pedagogical 
Choices. However, there were fewer stu-
dent memories of Instructor Talk catego-
rized as Compromising Pedagogical 
Choices and far more categorized as Mask-
ing Science than what might be expected 
relative to the prevalence of Instructor 
Talk instances categorized as such. Finally, 
the least prevalent category of student 
memories of Instructor Talk perceived as 

promoting a negative learning environment was Sharing Per-
sonal Judgment/Self-Pity, which was found much less than 
what might be predicted based on the prevalence of these 
Instructor Talk instances recorded in classrooms.

DISCUSSION
Instructor Talk has been observed in every biology classroom 
studied to date (Seidel et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2019; Lane 
et al., 2021), but a systematic analysis of how students remem-
ber and perceive Instructor Talk has yet to be conducted. Our 
results show the kinds of Instructor Talk that students remem-
bered from biology courses and how students perceived exam-
ples of Instructor Talk as influencing the learning environment. 
In our studies, we were able to characterize the vast majority of 
student memories of noncontent instructor language using the 
existing Instructor Talk frameworks. Further, we found signifi-
cant alignment between researchers’ categorizations and stu-
dents’ perceptions of Instructor Talk quotes—namely, if the 
quote was perceived as promoting a positive or negative learn-
ing environment. In the following sections, we discuss six key 
findings from our studies of student memories of Instructor Talk 
and student–researcher alignment in their perceptions of 
Instructor Talk quotes. We contextualize each finding with the-
oretical frameworks related to instructor immediacy, student 
resistance, and stereotype threat. These findings serve as an 
impetus for future studies on noncontent instructor language, 
and we hypothesize that Instructor Talk may be a key variable 
mediating outcomes in biology education research.

Student Memories of Instructor Talk Predominantly 
Related to the Instructor–Student Relationship
In our investigations, students perceived instructor language as 
affecting their learning environments, but what kinds of Instruc-
tor Talk did students remember the most? It could have been 
that most students remembered how their instructors described 
active-learning techniques. There is extensive research on how 
such strategies support equitable student performance in sci-
ence classrooms (Freeman et al., 2014; Theobald et al., 2020), 

As shown in Figure 7A, the most prevalent categories of stu-
dent memories of Instructor Talk perceived as promoting a pos-
itive learning environment were Building the Instructor/Stu-
dent Relationship and Establishing Class Culture, which were 
also the most prevalent categories of Positively Phrased Instruc-
tor Talk instances in classrooms. We observed discrepancies in 
the remaining categories, with fewer student memories than 
might be expected. There were far fewer student memories of 
Instructor Talk categorized as Sharing Personal Experiences and 
Explaining Pedagogical Choices than what might be expected 
based on the prevalence of recorded Instructor Talk instances 
categorized as such. Additionally, the rarest category of recorded 
Instructor Talk instances was Unmasking Science, but the prev-
alence of student memories of this category of Instructor Talk 
was much higher than what might be predicted.

As shown in Figure 7B for Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk 
categories, we found that with the exception of Disestablishing 
Class Culture, there were discrepancies between the prevalence 
of categories for student memories of Instructor Talk perceived 

FIGURE 6. Proportion of students who remembered Instructor Talk perceived as 
promoting a negative learning environment by categories of the Instructor Talk frame-
works. The order of categories on the left aligns with the Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk framework (red bars). The student memories of Instructor Talk perceived as promot-
ing a negative learning environment and coded as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk are 
grouped in Positively Phrased Instructor Talk (blue bar).

TABLE 9. Proportion of students who remembered Instructor Talk 
perceived as promoting a negative learning environment and 
coded into the Negatively Phrased framework categoriesa

Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk category

Individual 
students reporting 

memory by 
category % 

(n = 67)
Dismantling the Instructor/Student Relationship 61% (41)
Disestablishing Classroom Culture 34% (23)
Compromising Pedagogical Choices 27% (18)
Sharing Personal Judgment 3% (2)
Masking Science 40% (27)
Categorized as Positively Phrased Instructor Talk 15% (10)

aPercentages sum to greater than 100%, because students could provide up to 
three memories for the activity. Categories are listed in order of prevalence previ-
ously observed in biology classrooms (Harrison et al., 2019).
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so one might predict that students remember instructor lan-
guage for implementing these pedagogical strategies. Or per-
haps, students would remember the language of instructors 
who curve exams and offer extra credit. Academic grades are 
often used as a proxy for predicting future success, despite evi-
dence to the contrary (Roth et al., 1996; Arum and Roksa, 

2011), so one could imagine that students pay close attention 
to instructors’ references to grades. Another possibility might be 
that students would remember the personal stories that instruc-
tors had shared about themselves. There is evidence that 
relevant self-disclosure by instructors can have a positive impact 
on learning outcomes (Kromka and Goodboy, 2021). However, 

TABLE 10. Examples of student memories of Instructor Talk perceived as promoting a negative learning environment by Instructor Talk 
category and subcategory (n = 141 student memories)

Subcategory
Examples of student memories of Instructor Talk perceived 

as promoting a negative learning environment

Dismantling the Instructor/
Student Relationship 
(40%, n= 57/141)

Ignoring Student Challenges “Please do not waste my time.”
”I’m not here to hold your hand.”

Assuming Poor Behaviors from Students “Did you guys even study?”
”I know you all don’t want to be here.”

Making Public Judgments about Students “Why are you late? You’re disrupting the class.”
”That’s a stupid question.”

Disestablishing Classroom 
Culture 
(17%, n= 24/141)

Expecting Students to Know What to Do “You guys should’ve learned this already.”
”Just look at the syllabus.”

Parallel to “Practicing Scientific Habits of Mind” No student memories observed.
Discouraging Community Among Students “So, about 15 got ‘A’s, 25 got ‘B’s, 17 got ‘C’s, the rest did bad. 

But congratulations to those who passed.”
Criticizing Colleagues “This class is not like other biology classes, it’s much harder…”
Encouraging Only the Right Answer “You will just have to memorize, there is no easy way around 

it.”
Compromising Pedagogical 

Choices 
(14%, n= 19/141)

Expressing Doubt in Pedagogical Choice “I hate the book, but we are going to use it anyways.”
”Well, I guess I should let you guys explain it to each other, 

rather than me talk about it.”
Using Convenience to Drive Teaching Choices “Refrain from asking questions until the end of class.”

”I’m not posting a study guide or list of topics on the exam 
because I don’t like to.”

Parallel to “Connecting Biology to the Real 
World and Career”

No student memories observed.

Teaching to a Subset of Students “Would the usuals like to go ahead and share with the class?”
Focusing on the Grade/Short Term “So the test average was low. I expect the next test average will 

be higher.”
”Your grade is on you not me.”

Sharing Personal Judgment 
(1%, n= 2/141)

Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity No student memories observed.

Distancing from Student Experiences “You guys have it easy, here’s a lot of information you can go 
off of, not like when I went to college.”

”If you’re not understanding the material, it might be a 
language barrier thing that you have to figure out.”

Masking Science 
(20%, n= 28/141)

Being Implicit about the Nature of Science “Science is either right or wrong.”
”I can’t help you with that question.”

Intimidating Students from Science “If you don’t pass this class then you should think about 
changing your major.”

”If you don’t understand this topic just dropout.”
Parallel to “Fostering Wonder in Science” “You’ll never find a cure for cancer because there’s too many 

types.”

Positively Phrased Instructor Talk

Explaining Pedagogical 
Choices

Pre-framing Classroom Activities
(n= 4/141)

“I’m going to wait for one more volunteer. How about new peo-
ple?”

”I will walk around and pick on someone.”
Sharing Personal Experi-

ences
Recounting Personal Information or Anecdotes
(n= 3/141)

“I’m gonna tell you a story since we have extra time.”
”I got my PhD at X school and have been teaching here for X 

years so I know what’s going on…”
Explaining Pedagogical 

Choices
Using Student Work to Drive Teaching Choices
(n= 1/141)

“I don’t understand what you’re talking about. What do you 
mean?”
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compare with the overarching, long-term 
memories we solicited from students? 
Additionally, the present studies were con-
ducted in a department with a high rate of 
faculty participation in professional devel-
opment for scientific teaching (Owens 
et al., 2018). Would student memories of 
instructor language related to the instruc-
tor–student relationship be as prevalent at 
an institution with less pedagogical train-
ing on inclusive practices in the sciences? 
How might instructor language that stu-
dents perceive as promoting instructor 
immediacy affect students’ sense of 
belonging in science? Future investiga-
tions could explore the relationship 
between these variables and student mem-
ories of instructor language.

Student Memories of Noncontent 
Instructor Language Are Extensive 
and Codable with the Instructor Talk 
Frameworks
From study 2, it is clear that the vast 
majority of students can remember exam-
ples of what instructors say that is unre-
lated to course content. To distinguish and 
quantify student memories of instructor 

language, we first needed to determine how to categorize the 
kinds of memories that students provided. While there was no 
guarantee that the Instructor Talk frameworks would encapsu-
late the instructor language that students remembered, we dis-
covered that the vast majority of student memories could be 
categorized within the existing frameworks. In fact, we observed 
that all 10 categories of the Instructor Talk frameworks were 
represented in our sample of student memories of instructor 
language. Further, we saw evidence of student memories of 
instructor language for all but two of the 33 subcategories of 
the existing Instructor Talk frameworks. The two subcategories 
of Instructor Talk for which we have not yet observed student 
memories were Giving Credit to Colleagues (Positively Phrased) 
and Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity (Negatively Phrased). 
One may speculate that instructor language related these two 
subcategories were not salient for students, because such lan-
guage is more instructor centered than student centered. Inter-
estingly, two of the 20 quotes of our Instructor Talk stimulus set 
were examples of Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity, which stu-
dents saw before being prompted for memories of instructor 
language. Even so, none of the students recalled a memory that 
could be categorized as Sharing Self-Judgment/Self-Pity. 
Despite these exceptions, it was striking that we observed 
almost every subcategory of the existing Instructor Talk frame-
works was represented in our sample of student memories of 
instructor language.

Although the vast majority of student responses offered as 
memories of instructor language could be coded with the 
Instructor Talk frameworks, a small portion of student memo-
ries could not. Characteristics of student memories that were 
not codable as Instructor Talk included nonverbal cues (e.g., 
“Smiling”), references to inclusive practices (e.g., “Utilizing 

we found that instructor language related to pre-framing class-
room activities, focusing on the grade, or sharing personal sto-
ries was not the most prominent kind of Instructor Talk that 
students remembered in the present study.

To our surprise, the majority of students remembered lan-
guage that related to the instructor–student relationship (i.e., 
the Instructor Talk framework categories of Building the 
Instructor/Student Relationship and Dismantling the Instruc-
tor/Student Relationship). Previous research on instructor 
immediacy has studied certain aspects of instructor language, 
including grammatical subtleties (e.g., verb tense and adjective 
use) and cultural subtleties, such as instructors being called by 
their first name or using humor (Gorham, 1988; Stuart and 
Rosenfeld, 1994). However, these verbal cues were described 
by researchers as promoting instructor immediacy without con-
sidering the perceptions and memories of students. In the pres-
ent study, we observed that students remembered more than 
grammatical or cultural subtleties in instructor language. Nota-
bly, students could provide specific examples of what instruc-
tors said about the Instructor/Student relationship, whether 
promoting a positive learning environment (e.g., “When you 
need help, feel free to reach out. I am always here for you.”) or 
a negative learning environment (e.g., “Please do not waste my 
time.”).

One wonders whether student memories of instructor lan-
guage related to the instructor–student relationship would be 
as prevalent at different time points or in other contexts. Our 
studies solicited upper-division biology students’ memories of 
instructor language. Students were encouraged to consider all 
the biology courses they had taken. Would students remember 
different kinds of Instructor Talk right after a class session? How 
might targeted, short-term memories of instructor language 

FIGURE 7. Student memories of Instructor Talk compared with a previous study of 
Instructor Talk instances in classrooms. Prevalence of student memories in the present 
study of (A) Positively Phrased Instructor Talk categories (blue/top bars; n = 166 student 
memories) and (B) Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk categories (red/top bars; n = 141 
student memories) relative to the prevalence of instances of Instructor Talk (IT Prevalence, 
gray/bottom bars) recorded in 61 undergraduate biology classrooms (n = 545 instances of 
Positively Phrased Instructor Talk and n = 55 instances of Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk; data from Harrison et al., 2019).
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non-gendered cues”), examples of class assignments (e.g., 
“Doing a poster session in biology lab”), logistical language 
(e.g., “Exams and problem sets are take-home, you can use any-
thing that is at your disposal, and it will be collected in one 
week.”), or descriptions of what was said rather than an actual 
quote (e.g., “Personal struggle on how to remember certain 
things/topics”). The rarity of these kinds of student memories, 
as well the variation in formats and themes, did not enable sys-
tematic quantitative analysis. These offerings by students sug-
gest that nonverbal cues and actions by instructors are a ripe 
area for study. One wonders what biology students would 
remember about nonverbal cues, inclusive practices, and 
assignments that promote what they perceive to be a positive 
learning environment.

Students and Researchers Similarly Classify Positively 
Phrased and Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk
While the Positively Phrased and Negatively Phrased Instructor 
Talk frameworks were developed by researchers, it had not yet 
been determined whether students would similarly perceive 
examples of noncontent instructor language as positive or neg-
ative. We found that the vast majority of students’ perceptions 
of Instructor Talk quotes—as promoting either a positive or 
negative learning environment—were in alignment with 
researchers’ categorizations. The proportion of students who 
were unsure about how to evaluate examples of Instructor Talk 
was relatively low, which suggests that most students can confi-
dently evaluate instructor language as promoting a positive or 
negative learning environment.

Our findings contribute to validating the Instructor Talk 
frameworks—students’ perceptions of our sample quotes mostly 
align with the researchers who previously categorized them. 
Given the overall alignment between students and researchers 
in their perceptions of Instructor Talk, how might biology stu-
dents’ sense of belonging correspond to the frequency of differ-
ent kinds of Instructor Talk in their classes? For measuring 
sense of belonging, several items have been developed and 
applied in STEM settings (Trujillo and Tanner, 2014). Items to 
assess students’ sense of belonging could be adapted to invite 
students to reflect on the classroom learning environment and 
share what kinds of noncontent instructor language affect their 
sense of belonging. Future studies could explore students’ per-
ceptions of their actual learning environments as correlated 
with their evaluations of Instructor Talk quotes recorded from 
their biology classrooms.

Issues of Grading Influence Student–Researcher 
Disagreements about Perceptions of Instructor Talk
Despite the overall high student–researcher alignment, most 
students disagreed with researchers’ categorization of the 
Instructor Talk quote that discussed grades as Negatively 
Phrased. Why might students perceive Instructor Talk that 
focuses on the grade as promoting a positive learning environ-
ment? Enrolling in subsequent courses and postgraduate pur-
suits often requires students to meet a minimum grade point 
average (GPA) to be considered, and an even higher GPA to be 
competitive, for the opportunity. Thus, students are conditioned 
to consider a high grade to be a metric for academic success, 
because it is required to enroll in subsequent courses, to finish 
their degrees, and to gain access to opportunities in pursuit of 

their career goals. Researchers considered this quote as Nega-
tively Phrased Instructor Talk and categorized it within the 
Focusing on the Grade/Short Term category, because grades are 
not a predictor of future success (Roth et al., 1996; Arum and 
Roksa, 2011) and the quote does not emphasize learning biol-
ogy for the long term (Schinske and Tanner, 2014). Consider 
the following Instructor Talk stimulus set quote from the per-
spective of a student:

I take credit for only five percent of your grade or less than 
that. Your grade, whether it’s an “A,” “B,” or “C”—whatever it 
is—95% of it is yours—your contribution.

Given the disagreement between students and researchers in 
their perceptions of this quote, we explored student rationales 
for why they considered this language as promoting a positive 
learning environment. Students shared that they appreciated 
that the instructor was transparent about how to earn a high 
grade in the course and that this language would motivate 
them to work hard in the class. Additionally, student memories 
about grades comprised the few instances of positive student 
memories that researchers categorized as Negatively Phrased 
Instructor Talk.

Why might students and researchers perceive language 
about grades differently? Reaching a benchmark grade is 
required for students to enroll in subsequent courses and pur-
sue academic opportunities. Further, grades are used by stu-
dents to make sense of their academic standing in a course. 
Although students perceived the quoted instructor language 
about grades as motivating their academic success in the course, 
grading does not accurately assess student learning (Schinske 
and Tanner, 2014). In fact, grades can increase students’ fear of 
failure, thus motivating them with fear to earn higher grades 
rather than achieve authentic learning (Butler and Nisan, 1986; 
Butler, 1988; Crooks, 1988; Pulfrey et al., 2011). Moreover, 
grading systems arose from a need for schools to communicate 
uniformly about student performance and academic readiness 
(Schinske and Tanner, 2014) not as a need to measure student 
learning. Thus, there is a breakdown in how students perceive 
grades (i.e., furthering their academic trajectories) and how 
researchers perceive grades (i.e., motivation through fear of 
failure).

Can Instructor Talk that focuses on metacognition and the 
scientific process shift students’ perceptions of what being aca-
demically successful means, away from a focus on grades? 
Given that students consider instructor language concerning 
grades as promoting a positive learning environment, future 
research may focus on using Instructor Talk to shift student per-
ceptions of what constitutes academic success.

Nuances of Instructor Language May Affect Students’ 
Interpretation of That Language
Previous investigations of Instructor Talk acknowledged both 
the complexities of language and the challenges of coding 
instructor language as either Positively Phrased or Negatively 
Phrased Instructor Talk (Harrison et al. 2019). Although we 
observed a high degree of alignment between students’ and 
researchers’ perceptions of Instructor Talk, the language used by 
biology instructors in classrooms is varied and complex and can 
be interpreted differently than intended. These nuances in 
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language include the choice of a particular word or expression 
to communicate an idea. Given the intricacies of language, we 
explored the two individual Instructor Talk quotes with the low-
est agreement between students and researchers that were not 
focused on grading. We highlight these two misaligned exam-
ples and propose future directions to investigate the nuances of 
instructor language more empirically.

First, we present an example of an Instructor Talk quote that 
researchers categorized as Positively Phrased, because it pre-
pares students for upcoming in-class activities (category: 
Explaining Pedagogical Choices; subcategory: Pre-framing 
Classroom Activities). Yet nearly three-quarters of students con-
sidered this quote as promoting a negative learning environ-
ment and thus were misaligned with researchers. Consider the 
following quote:

All right, so the volume is dying down, which leads me to sug-
gest that we’re about to start talking about what happened 
over the weekend rather than the assignment. So, let’s see 
what we came up with. So, what I’m going to do is I’m going 
to pick on people.

What reasons did students offer for evaluating this quote 
as promoting a negative learning environment? In their 
rationales, many students shared that they do not like being 
“picked on,” because it can be embarrassing to give an incor-
rect answer and that being put on the spot makes them ner-
vous. How would changing the language from “I’m going to 
pick on people” to “I’m hearing lots of great ideas, so I’m 
going to ask for a few volunteers to share” influence how 
this language is perceived by students? The former requires 
students to share when picked on, but the latter invites stu-
dents to voluntarily share their ideas with the class, which 
may change how students perceive this instructor language. 
Such language may help build trust between the instructor 
and students and thus be advantageous to circumvent stu-
dent resistance when facilitating active-learning strategies 
in the classroom, like think–pair–share (Seidel and Tanner, 
2013; Cooper et al., 2021). Future studies could analyze 
instructor language in the classroom in association with the 
Classroom Observation Protocol for Undergraduate STEM 
(COPUS; Smith et al., 2013) to correlate the use of 
active-learning strategies with Instructor Talk. Interestingly, 
instructors’ COPUS profiles and Instructor Talk have been 
studied for the first day of class for introductory STEM 
courses (Lane et al., 2021), offering a model for future work 
in this area. Additionally, there are several categories of 
Instructor Talk that could affect student resistance to active 
learning. For example, previous research has highlighted a 
misalignment between introductory biology students’ per-
ceptions of why instructors implement active-learning strat-
egies and instructors’ rationales (Brigati et al., 2019). Future 
studies might consider how instructors explain or compro-
mise pedagogical choices; student memories of such 
instances of Instructor Talk; and students’ enthusiasm, apa-
thy, or resistance to active learning.

Second, we present an Instructor Talk quote that research-
ers categorized as Negatively Phrased, because it may discour-
age students from taking the course and thus from persisting 
in biology as a discipline (category: Masking Science; subcat-

egory: Intimidating Students from Science). In contrast with 
researcher categorizations, approximately 40% of students 
considered this quote as promoting a positive learning 
environment:

Are you all excited to be here? You’re thinking about it. Some 
of you are like, I’ve heard scary things about this class.

Why did some students evaluate this quote as promoting a 
positive learning environment? In their rationales, many stu-
dents shared that this quote would ease nerves by acknowledg-
ing the challenges and scariness of taking a biology course and 
that some humor can help break the ice. While some students 
appreciated this transparency and authenticity from an instruc-
tor, implying that a class is scary may also intimidate other stu-
dents. Instructor language may influence students to do poorly 
on assessments due to stereotype threat (i.e., an individual’s 
fear of conforming to a negative stereotype about an aspect of 
his or her identity; Steele and Aronson, 1995). Beyond immedi-
ate impacts in the course, instructor language that promotes a 
negative or unwelcoming learning environment may dispropor-
tionately influence students who are historically marginalized 
in science to disenroll from the course or even leave the disci-
pline altogether (Seymour and Hewitt, 1997; Seymour and 
Hunter, 2019). Yet how would adding language at the end of 
the above quote that states “I am here to support you through 
all of the material, and I want you to be successful” influence 
students’ perceptions? Would more students feel supported and 
perhaps less intimidated? How would this change across stu-
dent demographics?

Given the complexity of language and the varied reactions 
that individuals can have to the same language, empirical labo-
ratory investigations could explore how the specifics of lan-
guage used in biology classrooms might influence individual 
students’ experiences. Future studies could also address the 
nuances of language by engaging students in choice experi-
ments in which they are given two similar Instructor Talk quotes 
with small changes in language. These choice experiments 
could allow us to better understand how the complexities of 
instructor language may promote either a positive or a negative 
learning environment.

Across Personal Characteristics, Students Remember 
Details about Biology Instructors’ Noncontent Language
From our investigations, it was striking that all students, across 
multiple personal characteristics, could similarly remember 
instructor language that they perceived as promoting either a 
positive or a negative learning environment. Given previous 
research on stereotype threat (Steele and Aronson, 1995; Steele, 
1997; Beasley and Fischer, 2012), we predicted that more stu-
dents from groups that are historically and presently excluded 
from the sciences might remember more Negatively Phrased 
Instructor Talk. We also had predicted that we would find more 
student memories of instructor language that might be consid-
ered to be microaggressions in biology classrooms (Harrison and 
Tanner, 2018). However, at our institution, we found that a sim-
ilar proportion of students from different demographic groups 
could remember a range of examples of instructor language.

Interestingly, we found a similar proportion of students 
recalled Positively Phrased and Negatively Phrased Instructor 
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Talk, regardless of their backgrounds. However, we observed a 
trend where a higher proportion of women, students of color, 
and first-generation college-going students could recall exam-
ples of Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk relative to their dom-
inant culture counterparts. Although the trend was not statisti-
cally significant, one wonders whether students who were 
affected by Negatively Phrased Instructor Talk left the major 
before reaching the upper-division course from which we 
recruited participants. This pattern may be emerging as signifi-
cant if we were to conduct a future study with students at an 
earlier stage of the academic pathway. Such a study could 
include students who might be considering the possibility of 
switching majors and who may remember more examples of 
discouraging instructor language (Seymour and Hunter, 2019). 
Future investigations could invite students from lower-division 
biology courses to share their memories of noncontent instruc-
tor language that promoted positive or negative learning 
environments.

Limitations of the Study and Future Directions: To What 
Extent Is Instructor Talk a Key Variable and Mechanism for 
Successful Evidence-Based Teaching?
Instructors Talk, or instructors’ noncontent language used in 
classrooms, is remembered and perceived by students as pro-
moting positive and negative learning environments. However, 
there are limitations to our studies that are worth considering. 
First, in our assessment, we opted to give students a stimulus 
set of Instructor Talk quotes to evaluate before we asked for 
student memories of instructor language. Although one might 
suspect that this primed students to remember certain kinds of 
instructor language, we found that the categories from the stim-
ulus set were not equally represented in student memories of 
Instructor Talk. Second, we compared student memories of 
Instructor Talk at one university to the prevalence of Instructor 
Talk across multiple institution types, including the university 
of the present study. Future studies could record Instructor Talk 
and solicit student memories of instructor language to investi-
gate to what extent the prevalence of Instructor Talk relates to 
student memories at a single institution. Third, the present 
study was conducted in a department with a high rate of faculty 
participation in professional development on inclusive teaching 
practices. Future studies might investigate students’ memories 
of Instructor Talk at institutions with little to no faculty profes-
sional development on inclusive practices. We hypothesize that 
Instructor Talk is less prevalent in the classrooms of instructors 
with less professional development on inclusive pedagogy. Sub-
sequently, fewer students in these contexts may even remember 
examples of Instructor Talk. Fourth, student perspectives of the 
present studies were limited to only upper-division biology stu-
dents. In future studies, one could consider the perspectives of 
nonmajors or students enrolled in lower-division prerequisite 
courses. We predict that there may be more Negatively Phrased 
Instructor Talk remembered by students who chose not to major 
in the sciences or by students who might be in the process of 
switching majors. Fifth, we only offered students a random 
selection of previously recorded Instructor Talk quotes in writ-
ten form. This approach to soliciting student perceptions of 
Instructor Talk does not reflect the many contextual variables 
that inevitably shape students’ interpretations in the classroom. 
Each instance of Instructor Talk comes from a particular instruc-

tor with a unique set of personal characteristics, pattern of non-
verbal immediacy cues, and vocal attributes like tone and pac-
ing. Future studies could explore how aspects of instructor 
identity and delivery may affect student perceptions of Instruc-
tor Talk. Finally, given that active learning can result in various 
student outcomes in STEM courses (Freeman et al., 2014), we 
hypothesize that Instructor Talk may be the driving mechanism 
that explains why some instructors observe shifts in student 
outcomes with these instructional strategies, while others do 
not, or why the same instructor may observe variations in stu-
dent outcomes over time. Instructor Talk is yet to be observed 
across STEM disciplines. Given our findings, future research 
might also investigate how students’ perceptions of instructor 
immediacy, student resistance, sense of belonging, and stereo-
type threat relate to their perceptions of different kinds of 
Instructor Talk used in science classrooms.

CONCLUSION
Given the pervasiveness of Instructor Talk across science class-
rooms and institutions, we investigated and discovered that stu-
dents remember what instructors say in their biology classes. 
Further, students overall perceive Instructor Talk as promoting 
positive or negative learning environments, which has implica-
tions for how Instructor Talk can be strategically implemented 
to foster inclusion. Importantly, students’ perceptions of exam-
ples of Instructor Talk overall align with researchers’ categoriza-
tions. Thus, student memories offer a proxy to study the preva-
lence and types of Instructor Talk that students experience in 
biology classrooms. Additionally, we have developed methods 
for soliciting student memories of Instructor Talk, coding these 
student memories, and assessing students’ evaluations of exam-
ples of Instructor Talk. Finally, the prevalence of student memo-
ries of Instructor Talk across personal characteristics suggests 
that students’ perceptions of Instructor Talk represent a fruitful 
area for future research.
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Self-Identified Ethnicity 
Percent Students 

(%) (n) 
Latino/a 34.8% (31) 

Asian 19.1% (17) 

White 18% (16) 

Filipino/a 7.9% (7) 

Decline to state 5.6% (5) 

African American/Black 3.4% (3) 

Filipino/a, White 2.2% (2) 

Latino/a, White 2.2% (2) 

Middle Eastern 2.2% (2) 

Afghan 1.1% (1) 

Filipino/a, Asian 1.1% (1) 

Mixed 1.1% (1) 

White, Asian 1.1% (1) 

 
 

                 The percentage of students across self-identified ethnicity (n = 89 students total). 
The number of students is given in parentheses.
Table S1.



 
 Instructor Talk Quote 

 
Example Student Rationales 

 
 Positively-phrased Instructor Talk Perceived as Promoting the Most Positive  

Learning Environment 

+
B

IS
R

1 

“I know that there were some folks who, when they 
looked at their score on Thursday, were shocked and 
not very happily surprised. And if that's the case for 
you, I told people earlier today as well, you know, 
you're not alone. So, don't feel like you're the only 
one who maybe didn't do as well as you had hoped.” 

I think it's important to encourage people to keep on 
trying and not get discouraged by one exam. 
 

[It] lets students know they're not alone and more 
than a few people did just as bad as you. Shouldn't 
be too hard on yourself. 

+
B

IS
R

2 “All right, I shared data from our class about how 
you guys kind of didn’t do so well on the assessment 
last week. But, it’s okay, you know. We can always 
improve.” 

Instructor acknowledges that people didn't do well 
on an assignment but encourages and reminds them 
that there is always room for improvement. Gives 
the students motivation to grow and improve. 
 

Affirming to students that there is always room for 
improvement really helps with the pressure of 
thinking you have to do well all the time. 

+
E

C
C

1 

“All right, so the volume is dying down, which leads 
me to suggest that we're about to start talking about 
what happened over the weekend rather than the 
assignment. So, let's see what we came up with. So, 
what I'm going to do is I'm going to pick on people.” 

Learning and understanding from the teacher is 
good but asking questions sometimes seems 
intimidating. By being able to talk to your group 
mates or neighbors for understanding it can better 
the learning. Also, if you both don't understand 
asking a teacher seems less threatening with 2+ 
people. 
 

This may be scary, but it'll force the students to think 
about the question and be ready for the professor to 
call on them. 

+
E

C
C

2 

“But, the most important people in the room are not 
necessarily us, your instructors. They're actually the 
people sitting right next to you. In this course, one 
of the most important things you can do is talk to the 
people who are next to you, figure out what's in your 
head and how to fix it if it's not quite right.” 

I really resonated to this quote because it talks 
about student-student interactions and 
reestablishing the idea indirectly that we are all 
intelligent and collectively can gain knowledge and 
learn things from one another that we might not 
have known before. "Figure out how to fix it. It's not 
quite right" was something I liked because it 
provides an "okay" for error. In science we all make 
mistakes and it's okay! We learn from them and then 
improve. 
 

As we move on in our careers or even further 
schooling, the power of networking and 
collaborating is very important. It is what will help 
us as students and individuals progress toward our 
own goals. 

                 Examples of student rationales from the choice activity for Positively-phrased Instructor 
Talk quotes from the stimulus set, perceived as promoting the most positive learning environment 
(in alignment with researchers) or the most negative learning environment (in misalignment with 
researchers, based on the evaluation activity)

Table S2.



+
E

P
C

1 “I'm going to try to make this class as relevant as 
possible for people who are interested in going into 
medicine, into dentistry, into nursing.” 

This example shows a person who is willing to listen 
to the class and change the material so that it is 
relevant for the class they're teaching. It shows that 
they care about making real-life connections with 
the topic. 
 

It shows that the instructor isn't only going to be 
reading word for word off slides or assigning 
chapters in age old textbooks-they'll be teaching 
modern, relevant information that the students will 
be able to use. 

+
E

P
C

2 

“So, someone asked, why do we have to do all those 
writing assignments? And, you know, that's really 
because to learn something, you have to do it. You 
know, if you're learning to play the guitar, you have 
to play the guitar, not just listen to experienced 
people playing it, right? If you're learning to become 
biologists or geneticists, you have to just do it. And 
writing is one very good way of doing it. Speaking 
is another way of doing it. And so, you'll be talking 
a lot and you'll be writing a lot in class.”  

It shows the instructor really cares about the 
learning of the students and is giving them multiple 
methods the be able to apply the concepts, such as 
writing and speaking. 
 

First, it gives a very realistic outlook on how a 
students should learn biology. You have to actually 
do science in order to understand how it works. If 
my teacher told me this, I'd be more motivated to 
learn and be more hands-on. 

+
S

P
E

1 

“I went to a PhD program at Stanford briefly for a 
bit, and worked at some developmental biology labs. 
But then I decided to leave and go for a master's and 
teach instead because teaching is what I really like 
to do more than anything else. So, my background is 
not as a medical doctor, but as a researcher.” 

…the professor is being vulnerable. Vulnerability 
creates comfort and among one another and 
establishes a community where you feel you can 
share anything. This specific person admittedly said 
that he/she left Stanford (a very looked upon school) 
to pursue another passion. I felt that "Wow you can 
always change your mind and your path and that's 
completely okay.” 
 

Professors that express their background could 
motivate students to pursue different options besides 
being in the medical field. 

+
S

P
E

2 “I actually got a bachelor's degree in environmental 
biology ages ago in the Cal State system. So, I am a 
product of the Cal State system, just like you are.” 

Letting students know you got a degree from the 
same family of colleges let them know success is 
possible and job opportunity is possible. 
 

Some people feel like instructors are highly 
educated and come from prestigious schools. When 
students hear that the instructor went to the school 
they are teaching at it makes some students feel 
better about their college choice. 



+
U

S
1 

“There's still some time until the presentations, but 
don't of course, wait too long because the longer you 
wait without rehearsal and practice - the more 
distant the concepts are going to be.  Science is a bit 
of language that needs to be practiced.” 

This would promote a positive learning environment 
for me because it shows that my professor not only 
cares about the content of my presentation, but also 
the delivery of it which would be extremely 
beneficial in the future. In addition, when a 
professor reminds me of an assignment it lets me 
know that I should probably start it soon and the 
earlier I finish the better I do the more I'll enjoy a 
class. 
 

The instructor discourages procrastination while 
also advising better practices in biology. 

+
U

S
2 “I think the labs are really, really cool, so I'm 

excited about them. And I'm excited for you guys to 
get to go through them.” 

I think that if the instructor is excited then it makes 
me more interested and curious to see why. That 
also means they don't hate teaching. 
 

The instructor seems to be interested and excited 
which could make the course fun and students might 
actually take away a lot from the course. 

 Positively-phrased Instructor Talk Perceived as Promoting the Most Negative 
Learning Environment (>25% Misalignment in Evaluation Activity) 

+
E

C
C

1 

"All right, so the volume is dying down, which leads 
me to suggest that we're about to start talking about 
what happened over the weekend rather than the 
assignment. So, let's see what we came up with. So, 
what I'm going to do is I'm going to pick on people." 

Picking on people is not a good way of learning. 
Sometimes that makes students insecure and not 
even show up to class. 
 

At the end of this quote when they say, "I'm going to 
pick on people," it gives me anxiety. I've always 
hated being called or to answer a question in class. 
It makes me less inclined to want to participate [it] 
makes me hate discussions. Sometimes I'll 
participate on my own, but when a professor says 
they'll pick people it makes me want to run away.  

 
 
  



 
 Instructor Talk Quote 

 
Example Student Rationales 

 
 Negatively-phrased Instructor Talk Perceived as Promoting the Most Negative  

Learning Environment 

-D
IS

R
1 “Some people find that if you haven't had a basic 

biology class before coming in here, it's a little 
harder. You've got to learn some of those basic 
concepts a little faster than other folks.” 

Everyone is different and everyone learns differently 
from each other. No instructor should tell a student 
that they need to learn concepts a little faster. 
 

This makes the student feel as if they are behind in the 
class, already setting an expectation of not succeeding. 

-D
IS

R
2 

“You don't need to sneak in. You're right on time 
today for a change.” 

Talk about fostering an unsafe environment for the 
students! How incredibly rude to pick on a student who 
walked in late. The professor has no idea what the 
student might be going through. They could be 
grieving, lost their car, live extremely far away. To call 
out a student like that in the middle of a classroom is 
unacceptable. 
 

If a professor said this to me especially if I was right 
on time I would probably cry. It's one thing to mention 
if I'm 10 minutes late, but to call me out in front of 
everyone if I'm on time is another time. As a result, if I 
am late in the future, I wouldn't even go to class for 
fear I'd be called out. I'd skip class. 

-D
C

C
1 

“Don't think I'll just be showering and you'll be 
standing there below the shower and having a 
good drenching of information. No. You have to 
do your job as students, okay? So, that's very 
critical.”  

Because it's a strange analogy; doesn't seem like the 
teacher cares or want to find a solution more than he 
wants to patronize his students. Maybe it's his/her 
fault? Maybe they should teach them different learning 
strategies if they're not learning. 
 

I don't find that a job is something, an instructor 
should call a class, because it seems intimidating. This 
instructor doesn't seem approachable and needs 
everyone to be independent. 

-D
C

C
2 

“So, I stood here on Wednesday and told you point 
blank there would be no questions about plants on 
your lab quiz. Were there any questions about 
plants on your lab quiz? There were seven 
questions about plants on your lab quiz. Not one 
person complained, okay? So, that makes you all 
very sweet, but seriously, you should have 
complained.”  

The professor misinformed the students of what would 
be on the test. Preventing the students from preparing 
effectively for the test. 
 

It's not a student's job to keep the instructor honest. 
Furthermore, will a complaint save a grade? It would 
be very frustrating to me if that happened, and it'd be 
hard for me to respect the professor. 

                Examples of student rationales from the choice activity for Negatively-phrased 
Instructor Talk quotes from the stimulus set, perceived as promoting the most negative learning 
environment (in alignment with researchers) or the most positive learning environment (in 
misalignment with researchers, based on the evaluation activity).

Table S3. 



-C
P

C
1 

“So, don't be giving me these random scales on 
your graphs that look funky. Among other things, 
my poor little brain is really tired and I can't make 
sense of it, okay? Or, no, I could make sense of it, 
but I don't want to. Okay?” 

Saying I could make sense of I but I don't want it to a 
student is very discouraging and has effects on the 
students learning. 
 

This quote already gives me a vibe that the professor 
isn't even willing to accept mistakes and will look down 
on you for doing so. As a student, we're all here with 
one sole purpose, which is to learn. A big part of 
learning is making mistakes and then understanding 
them enough to not make them in the future. 

-C
P

C
2 “I take credit for only five percent of your grade 

or less than that. Your grade, whether it's an A, B, 
C - whatever it is - 95% of it is yours - your 
contribution.” 

Professors should take more responsibility than this. It 
seems like someone who says this could just to less-
than-stellar job and if students are responding poorly 
they could just shrug it off. A professor should try to 
adapt to what may work best for their students. 
 

While it's true that students are doing the work for the 
grade, the instructor's teaching plays a big role in the 
student's understanding. 

-S
P

J1
 

“And so, because we're doing things a little bit 
strangely in lecture, I wanted to make sure I was 
here for that. But, at 2:00 I hope to be having my 
head on a pillow, catching up on some sleep. My 
flight was cancelled coming home. I was online 
for three and a half hours till 2:30 in the morning 
Sunday trying to get a flight here so that I didn't 
arrive sometime on Wednesday. So, I managed to 
do that, but I'm a little tired. So, if I say 
something that sounds really strange and that 
doesn't make any sense, be even more diligent 
than usual about raising your hand, because 
maybe it didn't make any sense, okay?” 

This person seemed to be all over the place. It sounded 
like they just needed to take a person day to recover, 
which isn't a bad thing. It's better than trying to teach 
while making no sense. Sometimes, people just need to 
know when to rest. 
 

I totally understand that professors have a life outside 
of the classroom, but this quote presents someone who 
is excessive [in] talking about their life problems and 
basically saying that the students might get wrong 
information and if they do, it's on them. I don't think 
this would be appreciated when students are looking 
up to them for the right answers. 

-S
P

J2
 “I can't stand listening to myself talk because - 

oh, God. Do I sound like that? I sound like a 
moron or something. I don't know.” 

If they can't stand hearing themselves speak they 
shouldn't teach. The way they sounds shouldn't matter. 
Students learning is what matters. 
 

The instructor seems unsure of themselves which is 
weird because a teacher shouldn't be criticizing 
themselves like that in front of a class. 

-M
S

1 “So, we'll see if this is our new class size, if I've 
managed to scare people away, or if this is just 
people being tardy.” 

Makes it seem like they want to scare people away and 
don't care for them. 
 

Insinuates they expect people to drop/that the class will 
be one people will want to drop. 

-M
S

2 “Are you all excited to be here? You're thinking 
about it. Some of you are like I've heard scary 
things about this class.” 

This sets forth the tone that the class will be difficult 
for students to thrive and do well. It will provide them 
with a negative experience. 
 

If an instructor said this to me I would feel like they are 
just trying to make themselves feel better because they 
know that something's wrong with the class. 

 



 Negatively-phrased Instructor Talk Perceived as Promoting the Most Positive 
Learning Environment (>25% Misalignment in Evaluation Activity) 

-C
P

C
2 “I take credit for only five percent of your grade 

or less than that. Your grade, whether it's an A, B, 
C - whatever it is - 95% of it is yours - your 
contribution.” 

Makes people take ownership of their work and how 
much effort they put in. 

I think this would promote the most positive learning 
environment because it really gives students the credit 
that they’re doing the work, resulting in their grade 
whether good or bad. 

-S
P

J1
 

“And so, because we're doing things a little bit 
strangely in lecture, I wanted to make sure I was 
here for that. But, at 2:00 I hope to be having my 
head on a pillow, catching up on some sleep. My 
flight was cancelled coming home. I was online 
for three and a half hours till 2:30 in the morning 
Sunday trying to get a flight here so that I didn't 
arrive sometime on Wednesday. So, I managed to 
do that, but I'm a little tired. So, if I say 
something that sounds really strange and that 
doesn't make any sense, be even more diligent 
than usual about raising your hand, because 
maybe it didn't make any sense, okay?” 

I believe we forget that our professors are also human 
beings that have lives outside of the classroom. 

I like how the professor talked about his life so students 
would understand what he/she was going through at 
the moment. It’s important to make students feel 
comfortable enough to raise their hands and ask 
questions. 

-M
S

2 “Are you all excited to be here? You're thinking 
about it. Some of you are like I've heard scary 
things about this class.” 

A teacher breaking the ice and trying to calm the class 
down would make the class flow a lot better and make 
it not as stressful. 

They’re being truthful and they acknowledge how scary 
it can be taking a STEM course. Honesty and some wit 
is good. 

 
 
 
  



Table S4. Demographic comparisons for the proportion of students that remembered non-content 
instructor language they perceived as promoting a positive or a negative learning environment 
evaluated with Pearson chi-square tests with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons.  
 

Demographic Comparison 2 P 

Positive Learning Environment 

Women  Men 0.00 1.00 
First-generation  Continuing-generation 0.00 1.00 
PEER Non-PEER 1.27 0.260 
POC Non-POC 0.00 0.984 

Negative Learning Environment  

Women  Men 0.945 0.331 
First-generation  Continuing-generation 1.79 0.181 
PEER Non-PEER 1.01 0.315 
POC Non-POC 2.96 0.085 
  



 
Table S5. The percentage of Instructor Talk remembered by undergraduate biology students as 
promoting a positive learning environment and categorized by researchers to the subcategory 
level using the Instructor Talk frameworks (n = 166 student memories). The number of student 
memories for each subcategory is in parentheses. 
 

Category Subcategory 
Percent of Student Memories of 

Instructor Talk Promoting a 
Positive Learning Environment 

Building the 
Instructor/Student 
Relationship 

Demonstrating Respect for Students 34% (57) 

Revealing Secrets to Success 5% (9) 

Boosting Self-Efficacy 13% (21) 

Establishing 
Classroom Culture 

Pre-framing Classroom Activities 5% (8) 

Practicing Scientific Habits of Mind 1% (1) 

Building a Biology Community among 
Students 

6% (10) 

Giving Credit to Colleagues -none- 

Indicating That it is Okay to be Wrong or 
Disagree 

2% (4) 

Explaining 
Pedagogical 
Choices 

Supporting Learning through Teaching 
Choices 

3% (5) 

Using Student Work to Drive Teaching 
Choices 

1% (2) 

Connecting Biology to the Real World and 
Career 

1% (2) 

Discussing How People Learn 1% (1) 

Fostering Learning for the Long Term 5% (9) 

Sharing Personal 
Experiences 

Recounting Personal Information / Anecdotes 2% (4) 

Relating to Student Experiences 3% (6) 

Unmasking 
Science 

Being Explicit about the Nature of Science 1% (2) 

Promoting Diversity in Science 6% (10) 

Fostering Wonder 2% (3) 

Categorized within Negatively-phrased Instructor Talk framework 7% (12) 

  



Table S6. The percentage of instructor language remembered by undergraduate biology students 
as creating a negative learning environment and categorized by researchers to the subcategory 
level using the Instructor Talk frameworks (n = 141 student memories). The number of student 
memories for each category is in parentheses. 
 

Category Subcategory 
Percentage of Student Memories 
of Instructor Talk Promoting a 

Negative Learning Environment 
Dismantling the 
Instructor/Student 
Relationship 

Ignoring Student Challenges 18% (25) 

Assuming Poor Behaviors from Students 9% (13) 

Making Public Judgments about Students 14% (19) 

Disestablishing 
Classroom Culture 

Expecting Students to Know What to Do 16% (22) 

Parallel to “Practicing Scientific Habits of 
Mind”  

-none- 

Discouraging Community Among Students 1% (1) 

Criticizing Colleagues 1% (1) 

Encouraging Only the Right Answer -none- 

Compromising 
Pedagogical 
Choices 

Expressing Doubt in Pedagogical Choice 4% (6) 

Using Convenience to Drive Teaching 
Choices 

5% (7) 

Parallel to “Connecting Biology to the Real 
World and Career” 

-none- 

Teaching to a Subset of Students 1% (1) 

Focusing on the Grade / Short Term 4% (5) 

Sharing Personal 
Judgment 

Sharing Self-Judgment / Self-Pity - 

Distancing from Student Experiences 2% (2) 

Masking Science Being Implicit about the Nature of Science 3% (4) 

Intimidating Students from Science 16% (23) 

Parallel to “Fostering Wonder in Science” 1% (1) 

Categorized within Positively-phrased Instructor Talk framework 8% (11) 

 
  



 

                                       Across demographics, students’ overall evaluations of 20 Instructor 
Talk quotes were in alignment with researchers for Positively-phrased (blue) and 
Negatively-phrased (red) Instructor Talk based on Researcher Categorizations (Harrison et al., 2019). 
Each point indicates the summed, total value for each student, by self-reported demographic, 
including A) n = 68 People of Color (POC), B) n = 16 Non-POC, C)  n = 62 Women, and D) n = 
24 Men. Students with sums of +10 and -10 were in complete alignment with researchers for 
Positively-phrased and Negatively-phrased Instructor Talk, respectively. If students were unsure 
or chose randomly then the sum value would be close to 0. The boxplots show the median and 
the first and third quartiles of the data. The lower and upper whiskers extend 1.5 times the 
interquartile range from the first and third quartiles, respectively. Points for individual student 
scores are dispersed horizontally for clarity.

Figure S1. Disaggregated by Gender and Race, Student Evaluation Activity for all 20 
Instructor Talk quotes from the stimulus set perceived as promoting a positive or negative 
learning environment. 


